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Abstract

This thesis concerns unsteady flow control in two different flow  

geometries. The first is an experimental study involving the discovery o f a new  

large scale vortex “void” structure in the wake o f  cylinder undergoing vortex 

induced vibration that includes vortex pinch-off. We simulated the vibration o f  

this cylinder from measurements o f shedding frequency and cylinder tension. The 

structure’s span-wise location is correlated with an anti-node in the transverse 

vibration and a node in the stream-wise vibration. Hydrogen bubble flow  

visualization is shown to be well suited for cylinder research, as the bubbles 

directly visualize the vortex structure when they become trapped in the low  

pressure cores o f  the vortex street. Bubbles do not affect well known cylinder 

shedding and vibration characteristics. The second flow geometry involves the 

design and construction o f  a backward-facing step flow control device which, in 

addition to all other desirable characteristics, is capable o f span-wise varying 

actuation not previously studied experimentally.
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Preface

This thesis presents data from two research projects in unsteady flow  

control for two fundamentally different geometries. The first topic is related to the 

accidental discovery o f  a new large scale structure found in the wake o f  a rigidly 

mounted flexible cylinder undergoing vortex induced vibration. The second topic 

is the design o f  a backward-facing step control device with actuation attributes 

that are not yet experimentally implemented, which first choice for a masters 

project.

In the summer o f 2004, my tenure at the University o f  Alberta started as a 

research assistant in the Vortex Fluid Dynamics Laboratory under the supervision 

o f Dr. Sigurdson. During this time, I was asked to quantify the turbulence 

intensity value o f the recently re-commissioned high speed flow visualization 

water tunnel. Shedding o f  the cylinder, which also acted as the electrolysis 

electrode, was allowed by mistake and we visualized the large scale ‘void’ vortex 

structure. A photograph o f this structure received special attention at the 

American Physical Society Division o f Fluid Dynamics meeting in Seattle in 

November 2004. This photograph ended up in the September 2005 edition o f the 

Physics o f Fluids Gallery o f  Fluid Motion. Encouraged by this result, Dr. 

Sigurdson offered me the opportunity to study this structure further and make this 

the focus o f my masters degree. I decided to maintain the course toward 

completion o f my backward-facing step flow control research having overly 

optimistic ideas about timelines for design, fabrication and experimentation while 

also working on a paper to report the information we know about the ‘void’.

Due to the complexity o f the design and usual complications o f  fabrication, the 

second year o f my masters quickly passed. With loved ones moved from 

Edmonton and the side effects o f  being a long distance parent being ever 

prominent I decided to study the ‘void’ structure more completely. Hence, I have 

written a thesis in paper format based on data from a simply designed flexible 

cylinder experiment, and the mostly fabricated back step flow control pro
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A Cylinder cross sectional area
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CA Added mass coefficient

D Wire diameter
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The topic o f  unsteady flow control encompasses a wide variety o f topics in 

Fluid Mechanics. A review o f this immense literature is found in the review text 

of Gad-el-Hak (2000). Two such areas o f flow control, which are the focus o f the 

present discussion, are the control o f the formation o f  large scale structures in the 

cylinder wake and the control o f coherent structures which exist in reattaching 

shear layers behind a backward-facing step.

Although there are vast differences in the theory and research behind these 

two topics, we can draw certain similarities. Firstly, both topics involve open loop 

control schemes for controlling the vortex dynamics o f  the respective flows. For 

the oscillating cylinder flow the desired vortex dynamics in the cylinder wake 

correspond to the formation o f a unique large scale vortex structure. For the 

backward-facing step flow the desired control objective is to promote the merging 

o f shear layer vortices. This has the advantage o f  promoting rapid growth o f the 

shear layer which in turn promotes enhanced mixing behind the step and reduces 

the length o f  the recirculation region. Control schemes for enhanced mixing 

would be o f value in increasing the efficiency o f ramjet combustors in aircraft.

One must determine the control variables that can be best manipulated to 

meet such a desired objective efficiently, consistently and with minimal control 

effort. For the oscillating cylinder wake we have two highly significant control 

variables. The first is the frequency o f  vortex shedding, which is dependent on the 

Reynolds number o f the flow and can be manipulated simply by changing the 

bulk flow velocity. The second control variable is the fundamental and harmonic 

natural frequencies o f the flexible cylinder response. This is controllable by 

applying a given tension value to the flexible cylinder. These two control 

variables must be set to very specific values in order to meet our desired control 

objectives.

The control variables used to promote vortex merging o f the reattaching 

shear layer vortices o f  a backward-facing step flow are much more varied. The

1
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most influential control variable known to date is the frequency content o f open 

loop forcing. If one does not use an optimal forcing frequency, the effectiveness 

o f the control is greatly inhibited and very large amplitude actuations are required 

to create the same effect. While also being able to modify amplitudes and the 

frequencies o f forcing, our control device is designed to explore the effects o f  

adding a wide variety o f  span-wise variations o f actuation to the control. Such 

actuations should energize the reattaching shear layer with all three components 

o f  vorticity to promote better mixing than just span-wise uniform forcing at 

optimum frequencies alone. After research on the backward-facing step is 

completed, the legacy o f  span-wise variation o f  actuation can be applied to 

numerous other flow geometries as the actuator is portable.

This thesis is written in paper format as defined by the Faculty o f  

Graduate Studies at the University o f  Alberta. Chapter 2 describes the discovery 

o f a new large scale vortex structure that we call a ‘void’ and the unique 

conditions for its formation. Chapter 3 discusses the design o f  the backward- 

facing step control device and its unique specifications and potential contributions 

to the existing literature. In Chapter 4, we summarize all conclusions from these 

two research studies into unsteady flow control.

References

Gad-el-Hak M (2000) Flow Control: Passive, Active, and Reactive flow  
management. Cambridge University press, Cambridge, UK.
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Chapter 2. ‘Void’ Structure in the Wake of a Self- 
Oscillating Circular Cylinder1

2.1 Introduction

The study o f  vortex induced vibration (VIV) has seen much research over 

the years. The reader is referred to the text o f Blevins (1990) and the review 

papers o f  Williamson and Govardhan (2004) and Sarpkaya (2004) for an in-depth 

review on the topic. From these reviews it is seen that the large majority o f  

research into VIV cylinder flows is done for flexibly mounted rigid cylinders at 

high Reynolds numbers, based on diameter (Ren). Only a few studies have been 

devoted to the study o f  low Reo VIV o f  rigid and flexible cylinders. In the present 

study we focus on an area o f  VIV research that has not seen very much attention 

in the literature, and a specific type o f  vortex structure that is previously 

unreported.

2.1.1. Previous Research

A number o f  studies have shown the presence o f complex large scale 

three-dimensional structures in the wake o f a circular cylinder. Van Atta, Gharib 

and Hammache (1988) observed what they described as staggered “blobs” in 

smoke wire photographs 50 diameters downstream o f  a self-excited cylinder. The 

Reynolds number based on diameter (Reo) was 68. No comment on vortex 

structure was given. Cimbala, Nagib and Roshko (1988) observed three- 

dimensional staggered patterns in the far wake o f cylinders at Reynolds numbers 

o f  140 and more than 200 diameters downstream o f  the cylinder with minimal

1 Submitted to Experiments in Fluids as: Hydrogen Bubble Visualization o f the ‘Void’ Structure in 
the Wake o f a Self-Oscillating Circular Cylinder by Gilbert S, Sigurdson L.
Published in: Gilbert S, Sigurdson L (2005) Hydrogen bubble flow visualization o f a self- 
oscillating cylinder vortex street “void”. Gallery o f  Fluid Motion, Physics o f Fluids 18:7.
Also Published in American Physical Society (APS) Abstracts for:
a) APS talk Nov 2004. Hydrogen bubbles as a Visualization tool in Cylinder Shedding by 
Sigurdson L, Gilbert S.
b) APS talk Nov 2004 Hydrogen bubbles as PIV/ICV tracers in Cylinder Shedding by Gilbert S, 
Sigurdson L.

3
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vibration. Eisenlohr and Eckelmann (1989) showed the existence o f ‘vortex 

splitting’ in the wake o f  both cylinders and flat plates using smoke wire 

visualization. Williamson (1992) found the existence o f ‘vortex dislocation’ 

structures in the wake o f  a circular cylinder with controlled minimal vibration. 

His visualizations were completed using dye and smoke wire visualization and 

complemented with hotwire measurements for Reo ranging between 180 and 260. 

Newman and Kamiadakis (1996, 1997) see a “staggered pattern o f  vorticity that is 

connected in a woven lattice pattern” at a ReD o f 100 in their numerical 

experiments.

2.1.2. Unique Qualities of this Investigation and Overview

We present research into the formation o f a large scale vortex structure, 

that we have called a ‘void’ due to the absence o f bubbles directly downstream o f  

it. The bubbles are present due to the use o f hydrogen bubble visualization. This 

structure is found on a rigidly mounted flexible cylinder for Reo less than 185. To 

our knowledge, we are the first to visualize the ‘void’ structure that we describe in 

Section 2.4. In this section we also present an idealized vortex skeleton model that 

describes the vortex dynamics o f this structure. This structure has unique qualities 

that have not been documented in the literature.

In Section 2.5, we develop and use a vibration model to show how the 

structure closely conresponds to an anti-node in the transverse vibration, and a 

node in the stream-wise vibration. Such a vibration event has not been previously 

linked to any large scale structure in the wake o f a cylinder and there are a variety 

o f  reasons why we believe that the void structure is a new discovery.

Firstly, such vibration events cannot occur in the flexibly mounted rigid 

cylinder results that dominate the literature as these cylinders only have a rigid 

body vibration mode o f pure translation. Conversely, a rigidly mounted flexible 

cylinder has an infinite number o f  natural frequencies which each correspond to a 

very well known span-wise mode shape o f vibration. It is these ‘modal responses’ 

that make the occurrence o f span-wise nodes and anti-nodes possible. These mode

4
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shapes are given in Section 2.5.1, but they can also be found in the VIV text o f  

Blevins (1990) or any textbook on vibration theory (Inman 2001).

Secondly, when we look to the very limited research into flexible cylinder 

vibrations, we can see that it is not likely that the researchers conducted 

experiments with the necessary conditions for observing ‘void’ formation. Van 

Atta et al (1988) conduct visualization experiments at the 14th and 28th modal 

responses o f the flexible cylinder’s transverse vibration. Van Atta and Gharib 

(1987) give a detailed study o f cylinder oscillation and vortex shedding 

frequencies down to the 5th mode o f transverse vibration, but provide no flow  

visualization. We did experiments up the 7th mode of transverse vibration. 

However, we found that our ‘void’ structures were quite difficult to find in any 

mode other than the 1st mode o f  transverse vibration. The ‘void’ structures we did 

find at higher modes o f vibration are not well defined, and were quite unstable.

Although Newman and Kamaidakis (1996, 1997), Brika and Laneville 

(1993) and Willden and Graham (2001) publish data in the lower vibration 

modes, they all chose not to allow stream-wise vibrations. Stream-wise vibration 

nodes are a critical ingredient in the formation o f other large scale structures (Van 

Atta et al, 1988). We will also show that they are also a critical ingredient in the 

formation o f  our very different ’void’ structure. All other studies found for a 

rigidly mounted flexible cylinder do not present any details on vortex dynamics or 

flow visualization, and choose to focus on cylinder motions and lift and drag 

forces which are o f great importance when modeling flexible cylinder vibrations 

(Huarte et al, 2006; Chang et al, 1997; Kin and Perkins, 2002; Skop and 

Balasubramanian, 1997).

Thirdly, hydrogen bubble visualization, which has not usually been used in 

cylinder shedding research, is used in the present study to visualize the cylinder 

flow up to a ReD o f 185. We show in Section 2.3 that the H2 bubbles became 

trapped in the low pressure cores o f  the Karman vortex street, allowing us the 

unique opportunity to directly visualize the vortex structure. Such visualizations 

remain quite well defined until the cores become too diffuse for the dynamic 

pressure gradient to keep them there. Since the bubbles are formed and released

5
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from the vibrating cylinder itself, we provide data in Section 2.3 showing that this 

process does not influence the vortex shedding and vibration characteristics o f the 

cylinder.

This paper is a more thorough treatment o f  the image and text presented 

by Gilbert and Sigurdson (2005) in the Physics o f  Fluids Gallery o f  Fluid Motion. 

In Section 2.3 we validate the use o f  bubbles in cylinder shedding research. We 

discuss observations; and we propose a vortex dynamics explanation for the 

structure in Section 2.4. We derive and solve a flexible cylinder vibration model 

in Section 2.5, which is used to comment on the perturbation which causes our 

large scale structure. We also compare our structure with other large scale 

structures found in the cylinder wake in Section 2.6.

6
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2.2. Experimental Apparatus

In the present experiments, we used a closed loop water tunnel with a test 

section that is 2.1 meters long. The test section has a rectangular cross section of  

0.27 m by 0.47 m. A schematic o f the closed loop water tunnel is shown in Figure

2.1. We used a form o f Image Correlation Velocimetry (ICV) as described in 

Apps (2001), and Apps, Chen and Sigurdson, (2003) to estimate the tunnel 

turbulence intensity and to quantify buoyant bubble rise velocities in the wake of  

the cylinder. The background turbulence intensity is less than 1%. Such a value is 

consistent with the cylinder oscillation investigations o f Govardhan and 

Williamson (2000, 2004, 2006), Sarpkaya (1978) and Anagnostopoulos and 

Bearman (1992).

The stainless steel hydrogen bubble wire also served as the oscillating 

cylinder. Since we are using water, the mass ratio (m*) is 8. The mass ratio is 

defined as the oscillated body mass divided by the displaced fluid mass. The 

cylinder is 0.02286 cm (0.009in) in diameter (D) giving an aspect ratio (L/D) o f  

approximately 2000, where L is the cylinder length. Norberg (1994) states that 

such a large aspect ratio ensures shedding at mid-cylinder span that is independent 

o f  end conditions in the laminar flow regime. Therefore the use o f endplates to 

remove boundary layer effects was not necessary (Hammache and Gharib 1991; 

Williamson 1989; Norberg 1994). The general layout ofthe cylinder apparatus is 

shown in Figure 2.2. The cylinder is rigidly mounted, with no structural damping 

or stiffness and is allowed to self-oscillate in both the transverse (y) and stream- 

wise (z) directions due to the vortex shedding forces.

In order to have control over the natural frequencies o f  the cylinder, the 

tension (to within +/- 0.1 N) in the wire was controlled by use o f  precision 

weights. As a result, the vacuum natural frequency (fvac) was controlled to +/- 

0.56 Hz. Due to the more pronounced effects o f  added mass in water, the actual 

body oscillation frequency will only be approximately equal to the vacuum 

natural frequency (Sarpkaya 2004).

7
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We refer to fvs and fs as the shedding frequencies o f the vibrating and 

stationary cylinder. The term fex denotes the actual body oscillation frequency. 

The values for fs are taken from the correlation given by Williamson (1989). More 

details on this topic will be discussed when we compare vibration mode shape 

theory to our experimental results.

Image Correlation Velocimetry as developed by Apps (2001) and Apps, 

Chen and Sigurdson (2003) was used to quantify the velocity field behind the 

cylinder. An in-house fabricated power transformer was used to produce the 

desired power for electrolysis. The bubbles originate on the cylinder in a sheet 

and images o f  this sheet are taken using a Nikon D lx  digital camera. For high 

resolution images, we used the D lx  with a bellows with the lens mounted in the 

reversed position in order to obtain significantly larger magnification.

We decided to back-calculate the shedding frequency from high resolution 

measurements o f the vortex street wavelength. These measurements were taken 

from calibrated flow visualization images. The shedding frequency can be 

described in terms o f  the wavelength and the vortex convection velocity (Uc) as:

/ = X̂

or

f
7 7  2
U» X [2-1] 

Detailed values for Uc/Uoo are given by Williamson (1989) for a stationary 

cylinder. When compared with the mechanically oscillated cylinder data from 

Griffin and Ramberg (1974, 1976) we can see that the stationary cylinder data 

gives a good estimate. The use o f  this approximation is necessary as the use o f  hot 

film probes to determine shedding frequencies is quite problematic in this water 

tunnel. Dissolved air tends to come out o f solution on the probe making 

measurements inaccurate. Also, probes do not give instantaneous span-wise 

measurements o f  wavelength and frequency.

8
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2.3. Validation o f the Use of Bubbles in VIV Research

A potential issue with this apparatus is the possible disturbances generated 

by bubbles as they are being shed from the cylinder surface. To access the 

influence o f the bubbles upon the experimental results we conducted 4 

experiments. Firstly, we wanted to validate the stationary cylinder case by 

determining the critical Reo for shedding. Secondly, we wanted to show that the 

vortex induced vibration process was not modified by bubbles. Thirdly, we want 

to show that bubbles do not interfere with the formation o f  large scale structures 

along the wake. Finally in the 4th experiment, we set out to quantify the buoyant 

bubble rise velocities and to get an idea o f the diameters o f the bubbles tracking 

the flow field.

In the first experiment, we set out to determine the onset o f  shedding from 

a stationary, or minimally vibrating, cylinder. To do this the cylinder was loaded 

heavily with precision mass so that vibration would be insignificant for Reo 

between 30 and 60. The tunnel speed was slowly increased in increments until 

vortex shedding begatn. We found shedding to occur at Reo o f  46.5 +/- 1.7, a very 

typical value for stationary cylinders. Therefore, we can be confident that the 

hydrogen bubble visualization o f the flow around a cylinder undergoing minimal 

vibration is unaffected by the bubbles being shed from the cylinder.

In the second experiment, we set out to reproduce commonly found results 

for VIV cylinders. The most widely agreed upon aspect o f vortex induced 

vibration is the concept o f  synchronization or lock-in where the shedding 

frequency is locked-in to the natural frequency o f the structure. We want to prove 

that synchronization still occurs with bubbles tracking the cores, and that it occurs 

within typical lock-in bands observed in the literature. From Figure 2.3a and b we 

can readily see that lock-in o f  the first mode o f the flexible cylinder does occur 

very close to fvs/fn o f  1. This lock-in, also commonly referred to as 

synchronization o f  the vortex shedding frequency (fvs) with the cylinder in water 

natural frequency (fn) is well documented in VIV and even mechanically induced 

oscillations o f  circular cylinders. Ability o f  a cylinder to remain locked-in is

10
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commonly quantified in terms o f the ratio between stationary cylinder shedding 

frequency and cylinder natural frequency (fs/fn). Our lock-in band is between fs/fn 

o f 0.92 and 1.32. This compares well with a lock-in band from Willden and 

Graham (2006) which is between fs/fn o f  0.82 and 1.25 with peak transverse 

amplitude (Ay/D) o f 0.35. Data compiled by Blevins (1990) related our lock-in 

band with a peak amplitude between Ay/D=0.3 and 0.4. This is below the absolute 

maximum Ay/D value o f 0.6 for laminar VIV as given from the compiled sources 

in Williamson and Govardhan (2004). Since we calculate plotted shedding 

frequencies using the measured vortex wavelengths we can be certain that the 

bubbles are tracking the vortex cores. This is a unique advantage o f hydrogen 

bubbles as the flow tracer, as we get a direct visualization o f the vortex structure.

Since we are confident that bubbles are not modifying the vibration 

processes at lock-in, we can look at cases outside o f lock-in. From Figure 2.3a 

and b we can see that the wavelength o f  the Karman street, and hence frequency, 

both return to the stationary cylinder case. This result is also common in the 

existing literature o f low Reynolds number vortex induced cylinder vibration 

(Willden and Graham, 2006; Singh and Mittal, 2005). Since fvs is calculated using 

[2-1], which has an approximation for Uc, and fvs only deviates slightly from fs in 

Figure 2.3b for non-locked in conditions we can be certain that the Uc correlation 

is performing well over a wide variety o f  Reo- Therefore, we are confident that 

bubbles are tracking the cores and that they do not have any appreciable affect on 

typical vortex induced vibration events.

In our third experiment we want to show that the bubbles are not affecting 

the formation o f  large scale structures in the cylinder wake. To do this we 

reproduced the results o f  Van Atta et al (1988) . Van Atta et al used smokewire 

techniques to find their vortex “blob“ structures. We found these identical 

structures using hydrogen bubble visualization. Therefore, we can conclude that 

the bubbles are not effecting large scale vortex structure events.

Van Atta et al also stated that the vortex “blobs“ occur at nodes in both the 

stream-wise and transverse vibration. Due to this, we were able to validate the use 

o f our vibration model as we were able to independently verify their results. In

11
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addition, we have indirectly shown that our turbulence intensity value could be as 

low as 0.05% since this was the value in the wind tunnels used by Van Atta et al.

The fourth experiment was designed to evaluate buoyant bubble rise 

velocities and diameters o f  the bubbles. We showed previously that the bubbles 

track the cores. This is a significant advantage over scalar tracers as they do not 

respond to the dynamic pressure gradients o f the vortex structure. Unfortunately 

the value o f scalar tracers is that they are not subject to the buoyant forces o f  

bubbles. We calculate the bubble rise velocities using ICV with very small 

correlation windows so it is essentially a cross correlation particle tracking 

technique. In the calculations, rise velocities were taken from 5 different images 

at a given free-stream velocity. The velocity field data is then averaged over the 

span, and 2 stream-wise regions. The near wake region corresponds to z/D< 20, 

and the wake region corresponds to 20 <z/D< 120. The Red range o f the images is 

between 0 and 150.

In Figure 2.4a we plot the relative rise velocity (Vb/U<o) versus the tunnel 

velocity U». For region C the bubbles are fully trapped in the vortex cores and the 

tunnel velocity (U*) is between 25 and 65 cm/s. In this region, the relative rise 

velocities are below 5% showing that rise velocities are relatively insignificant. 

Region B, with \ y  U TO o f 20%, is a region where bubbles are only partially 

trapped in the vortex cores. This region starts at the onset o f  shedding at Red of  

around 47 and ends at about 56. This corresponds to tunnel velocities o f  

approximately 18 to 24 cm/s. In region A, where no shedding is occurring, we 

find that the bubble rise velocities increase drastically with decreasing tunnel 

velocity. Hence, bubble trapping effectively makes bubble rise velocities 

independent o f the mean flow velocity.

Bubble diameters are obtained through theoretical calculation and by 

direct measurement from the calibrated images. Using the creeping flow  

assumption Jiang (1992) and Jiang et al (1993) equated the buoyant force to the 

total drag on a rising bubble. This gives a terminal velocity Ubt relation for which 

to calculate bubble diameters.

12
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„  _ gAP ° i
bt~ n

12^  [2-2] 
Where g is the gravitational constant, Ap is the density difference between liquid

and gas, Db is the bubble diameter and p. is the viscosity o f the liquid. The rise

velocity value obtained by ICV is taken as the terminal velocity, U bt= Vb. Figure

2.4b shows bubble diameters estimated using [2-2] and the ICV bubble rise 

velocities. Bubble diameters as measured directly from high resolution images are 

also given in the figure. We can see that both calculated and measured bubble 

diameters are found to be about half o f  the wire diameter within the full bubble 

trapping o f region C. The bubble diameters are much higher within the no 

shedding region A.

From these experiments, we can conclude that after the bubbles become 

fully trapped in the cores they behave in a quite similar way to scalar tracers. The 

added advantage is that the dynamic pressure gradient overcomes the hydrostatic 

pressure gradient and bubbles directly track the low pressure cores. Not only do 

we validate the use o f  bubbles in cylinder shedding research, we recommend their 

use for cases where detailed visualization o f the vortex structure is required.

13
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2.4. ‘Void’ Structure

The full view o f the large-scale vortex structure is shown in Figure 2.5. 

The z/D values are given in the Figure, where z is the downstream distance from 

the cylinder. A characteristic feature o f a ‘void’ is the vortex pinch-off o f adjacent 

Karman vortices o f  opposite-signed vorticity. This pinch-off is seen in the very 

high resolution image o f  Figure 2.6 and to some extent in the lower resolution 

photograph Figure 2.5. To show the vortex structure in greater detail, we haved 

overlayed line vortices on the high resolution photograph as shown in Figure 2.7. 

We suggest that the ‘void’ structure has two distinct regions. Firstly, very close to 

a wire (z/D less than 10) we have the vortex quadrupole structure. This structure 

then transforms into a vortex pinch-off structure where the primary pinch-off 

occurs at approximately z/D o f 20. These primary pinch-offs convect downstream 

to z/D o f approximately 75 where there may be a subsequent pinch-off, as seen in 

the bottom right comer o f Figure 2.6. These pinch-offs propagate away from the 

primary pinch-off in the span-wise direction. This secondary vortex pinch-off 

may be due to the Crow instability (Crow 1970) acting on the opposite-signed 

pair o f  Karman vortices that were joined in the primary pinch-off. This instability 

appears to propagate via waves along the vortex cores. This creates a disturbed 

area that forms the turbulent wedge shape reminiscent o f  the bow waves formed 

by a ship at sea. A  pinch-off o f  Karman vortices across the wake was originally 

suggested by Roshko (1976). To our knowledge, our visualizations are the first 

images o f  this actually occurring. Roshko proposed that a pinch-off o f this type 

could explain earlier time-averaged results o f  other researchers.

It is this pinch-off which differentiates this structure from the ‘stable (in- 

phase) symmetric two sided vortex dislocation structure’ o f Williamson (1992). 

His dislocation structures involved vortex interaction o f  like signed vorticity. The 

pinch-off seen here involves interaction between a vortex with positive vorticity 

and a vortex shed from the other side o f the cylinder, which has negative vorticity.

16
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2.4.1. Idealized Vortex Skeleton Models

Vortex skeleton models are shown in Figure 2.8a and b. These models are 

meant to indicate approximate geometries, but do not strictly indicate the actual 

line vortex shape. The dashed and solid vortices are shed from the bottom and top 

o f  the cylinder respectively.

It is apparent from Figure 2.5 that a ‘void’ is caused by a perturbation that 

occurs within a diameter or less o f the cylinder. The perturbation has a portion o f  

the core lagging behind, or upstream of, the span-wise adjacent portions. This is 

idealized in Figure 2.8a. The perturbation grows with advection downstream, and 

results in the production o f what is effectively a counter-rotating stream-wise 

vortex pair. With the same perturbation growing on the opposite-signed vortex 

cores across the street, this essentially forms a vortex quadrupole. Although the 

vorticies in the quadrupole are shown as continuous line vortices, they are not 

thought to directly link up in this way. However, this quadrupole structure helps 

us to understand the dynamics o f  stream-wise vorticity.

Even before the pinch-off occurs, the quadrupole vortex cores would move 

closer to each other across the wake and in the span-wise direction convect away 

from each other. In the plane orthogonal to the stream-wise direction, the 

potential flow point vortex equivalent would be a counter-rotating vortex pair 

approaching a wall, where the vortices move away from each other as they 

approach the wall due to the influence o f the image vortices. Even without any 

pinch-off occurring, this type o f  vortex structure would sweep the tracer bubbles 

out o f this region creating an absence o f bubbles, resulting in a ‘void’ appearance. 

It also produces a straining field which is a necessary condition for a pinch-off to 

occur (Schatzle 1987). The two-dimensional Karman vortex street also contains a 

straining field.

As the vortices move downstream they are advected toward each other 

until they “pinch-off’, break and re-join with an opposite-signed vortex from the 

other side o f the street as is idealized in

17
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Figure 2.8b. This pinch-off further accounts for the removal o f many of  

the tracer bubbles downstream o f  the cylinder as bubbles are swept away with the 

cores as they convect laterally. The vortex line shape begins to curl up as this is 

the self-induced motion o f a hairpin “loop” line vortex. This curl up is not shown 

in Figure 2.8b.

All ‘voids’ are accompanied with a diffuse cloud o f bubbles that originates 

at the pinch-off location and surrounds the region with no tracers. This further 

supports the pinch-off hypothesis, since some bubbles would be expected to 

escape the cores during this process. The modified dynamic pressure gradient 

within the pinch-off region allows bubbles to escape which are not reclaimed by 

the vortex cores.
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Figure 2.6. ‘Void’ Close up showing pinch-off structure at ReD=84 and fvs/fn=0.85
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and fvs/fn=0.85
Showing vortex quadrupole structure for z/D less than 10 and vortex pinch-off for 
z/D greater than 10.
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a) Vortex Quadrupole Model b) Vortex Pinch-off Model
Figure 2.8. Idealized Vortex Skeleton Models
Solid line indicates upper vortex cores which are shed from the top o f  the 
cylinder, dashed line lower vortex cores from the cylinders bottom.
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2.5. Perturbations and Void Formation

Questions arise as to what conditions are necessary for the occurrence o f  

voids. Clearly the Reo is a factor, as shedding needs to be present and the 

dynamic oscillation forces must be great enough to trigger the instability 

producing the phenomenon. Another consideration is what determines the precise 

location o f  the voids along the span o f the cylinder.

At first it was suspected that the structure was caused by a surface 

imperfection in the cylinder. If surface imperfections were causing the structure, 

the structure would always occur at the same location. This most definitely did 

not occur. Van Atta et al (1988) found large scale vortex ‘blob’ structures to exist 

at nodes in the wire vibrations. Hence a theory that ‘void’ structures occur in 

close proximity to a span-wise vibration event is reasonable.

In our very first experiments void structures were found to exist in a 

random manner on a wire with uncontrolled tension or even compression. 

Reynolds numbers for this experiment ranged between 110 and 185. 

Unfortunately no methods were available to quantify anti-node and node locations 

on the wire vibration in these early experiments. In the more recent experiments, 

which are the focus o f  this paper, tension is controlled and we can get a good 

estimate o f  node and anti-node locations through vibration theory. The theory was 

validated by reproducing the results o f  Van Atta et al (1988) and we will show 

that it is a very useful tool for predicting where a void will occur along the span o f  

the wire. A  condensed derivation o f  the theory will be presented next.
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2.5.1. Vibration Theory for a Flexible cylinder

Our objective in this section is to calculate the locations o f  nodes and anti

nodes in the span-wise distribution o f vibration. We will find that the actual 

amplitudes o f the exciting forces do not influence these locations. Positions o f  

nodes and anti-nodes are influenced most heavily by the shedding frequency (fvs) 

and the closest cylinder natural frequencies (fn) to the shedding frequency. The 

mode shapes (X M(x ))  associated with those natural frequencies will then

determine where nodes and anti-nodes are located. These mode shapes are not 

unique to this discussion and can be derived through the solution to the wave 

equation model. They are also published in Blevins (1990) and Inman (2001).

The distributed vibration problem o f a flexible cylinder is governed by the 

wave equation. The full derivation using Newton’s second law is done in 

Appendix A .I. It is similar to the derivation in Inman (2001) but it is modified to 

allow for both transverse vibrations and stream-wise vibrations.

The wave equations governing this problem are: 

a2wy(x,t) yy dwy(x,t) 2 d2wy(x,t)
+7a *  ~c'' - £ - = ' A ' . 4 . 4 . * o  p-3]

dt pA at dx
The y and z subscripts denote transverse and stream-wise vibrations. The

transverse and stream-wise vibration distributions are given by wy (x, t) and 

wz(x,t) . The structural damping is denoted y. On the left hand side o f the

equations we have the structural terms, and on the right we have the more 

complex fluid dynamic terms.

At first, the structural terms derived from Newton’s second law have a 

definite coupling between the transverse and stream-wise vibration models. The 

structural parts o f the model, associated with the internal tension, decouple by 

virtue o f a small angle assumption. Such an assumption is valid since the 

amplitudes o f  vibration are not visible to the human eye. The wave speed (c)
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depends on the applied tension (T), the cylinder density (pc) and cross sectional 

area (A). It also includes the added mass term (Apf ) which is highly debated in 

the current literature. The wave speed is calculated using:

I T

^{pc +Apf )A [25]

For the purposes o f our study we will use the added mass coefficient 

definition:

l^pf A — Cap wata.Acyjinijer

Therefore the effective density for calculating the wave speed is:

Peffective P c  ^ 'a  Pwater

When using air as the working fluid, the added mass term is generally negligible.

However, since the density o f the steel is approximately 8000kg/m3 and the water

density is nominally 1000kg/m3 the added mass term is important. Sarpkaya

(1978, 2004) shows how the added mass could be between -0.5 and 1.5 depending

on the experimental conditions encountered in our experiments. Similar results

are reproduced by Zhou et al (2000) and Willden and Graham (2001). I f we use

an added mass coefficient o f 1, as is commonly used, our effective density could

have errors o f  20%. Therefore using Sarpkaya’s data to correct the effective

density would be better than assuming CA=1. Regardless, the point o f  this model

is to calculate anti-node and node locations. When comparing node locations for

stream-wise vibration as calculated separately using both values for added mass,

the maximum shift o f nodal locations is only 2% o f the cylinder span

To calculate the natural frequencies o f the flexible cylinder we require the

span-wise length o f the cylinder (L) and the wave speed. The infinite number o f

modal natural frequencies is calculated as:

cnn , „ „ , „
(on = —  ,n = l ,2 ,  3, 4 ... [2-6]

This term is used directly in the calculations to determine how much a 

vibration mode manifests itself in the span-wise distribution.

The fluid dynamics terms, found on the right hand side o f  [2-3] and [2-4], 

have the fluid dynamic forces that are created by the vortex shedding. The
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transverse and stream-wise components o f  these terms are most definitely 

coupled. In the interests o f the continuity o f this discussion, we will give the final 

fluid dynamic forcing model and provide the full derivation details in Appendix 

A.2. The final equations o f  forcing are:

Fy (x, t) = X (x) [~Fdhy cos( a j )  + Fml y sin(ftiVJ0 )  [2-7]

Fz(x , t) = X (x) (~Fdl y cos(2«  y ) + Fml y sin(2<yra/)) [2-8]

The eigenfunctions o f  the homogeneous wave equation problem, also 

called the mode shape X (x),  are used to correct for span-wise variation in the 

forcing which are unique to the flexible cylinder as shown by Newman and 

Kamaidakis (1996, 1997), Huarte et al (2006), and Willden and Graham (2001). 

The angular frequency o f vortex shedding covs, has the characteristics as seen in

Figure 2.3b o f Section 2.3. The stream-wise vibration frequency is given by the 

well known frequency doubling effect (Jauvtis and Williamson 2004; Sarpkaya 

2004). The force decomposition terms include the sine and cosine terms, along 

with their respective force transfer coefficients Fdi and Fmi, as developed by 

Sarpkaya (1978). Sarpkaya used experimental results to determine the force 

transfer coefficients at a wide variety o f  cylinder oscillation conditions.

We obtain the wave equation model for our cylinders vibration when we 

substitute [2-7] into [2-3] and [2-8] into [2-4], These substitutions yield.

d2wy(x,t) yy 8wy(x,t) , d2wy(x,t) w  x (~Fdltf cos(ojJ) + Fmly sin(®vi/))
----------- ---------- 1 Q     — J i ( X ) ------------------------------------------------------------------

dt pA dt dx pA
[2-9]

d2wz(x,t) yz dwz(x,t) 2 d2wz(x,t) _  ̂ C0S(2°\J) + Fml }, sin(2(a,y))
dt2 c ax2 w  yA

[2-10]

A very similar solution procedure as is required for [2-9] and [2-10] is 

given in many engineering vibrations textbooks the reader is referred to Inman

(2001) for more details. The solution to the transverse vibration problem is:
/

Wy(XA) = Ĵ Wny(x,t) = YJ sin
nnx

( X * * , y  C 0S  -  9 n,y )  +  X ml,„,y S M  ( a j  -  9 n y  ) )
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X. f a
dl,y

dl,y

2 2

x . f m l , y

=  6 n,y  =  t a n  1

2<f to ty
2  2~

V n vs J

ml,y

)/K  - « v , 2 ) 2 + ( 2 C , v ^ ^ v , ) 2 [2-11]

Where C,y ='
C Y 171 ~ ^  ^ d l , y  r    ^ 'm l , y

? J d l , y  ~  ^  ’  J m l , yn,y 2cnnpA' " L pA

Similarly for the z vibration, the solution to [2-10] is:

CO 00

( x , o = I > „ iZ( x , o = xw. sin
nn:x )J  (XJi,n,z cos (2©J  -  6n z)  + Xm, „>x sin (2© J -  6nz))

Xdl,z =

X,ml,:

Where ^  =

( a 2n -  ( 2 ^  ) 2 )  +  ( 2 C ® «  ( 2 ® v , ) ) 2

fml,z

(ry„2 -  (2®ra )2) + (2^„>z<y„ (2covs ))2 

yzL cnu

9„, = tan-i 2C ,Ẑ ( 2 ^ )

[2-12]

2 cnrcpA pA 5 fm l , z
Kml,z

pA

In Appendix A2 we derive the well known mode shape function:
/  \  nnx

X„(x) = sin
L [2-13]

The nth mode shape has a contribution to the total response when the excitation 

frequency ( cdvs ) is in the proximity o f  the nth natural frequency ( con). Under 

locked in conditions o f  fvs with the nth mode natural frequency (fn) we will see that 

the transverse mode shape follows X K(x) closely. Due to the well known 

frequency doubling effect, the stream-wise mode shape closely follows X 2( x ) .

For non locked in vibrations we must use [2-11] and [2-12] to determine the 

steady state vibration response. From the vibration amplitude terms X ml and X dl, 

it is also seen that the force transfer coefficients F<u and Fmi only affect the 

amplitudes o f  a mode’s vibration slightly, as X ml and X dl are more strongly

dependent upon (a>2vs -  a>2n) and l(2a)vs )2 -co2n J.
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2.5.2. Span-wise Vibration Events and Void Formation

We will now apply the vibration theory that was developed in the previous 

section to the void structures. For the calculations, there is no applied structural 

damping (y=0) and the inertial force transfer coefficient (Fmi) will dominate the 

responses for the typical fvs/fn values o f void formation (Zhou et al, 2000; 

Sarpkaya, 1978; 2004).

Figure 2.9 shows the results o f the theory as it is applied to void structures 

as they occur in non-locked in conditions and Figure 2.10 as they occur in locked 

in conditions. In Figure 2.9a and b we show maximum span-wise vibration 

distributions as calculated for the void structure seen in the photograph Figure 2.5. 

Due to the approximate values o f  the force transfer coefficients used in the 

calculations, we will not give vibration amplitudes in these figures. We have 

marked the void location, as determined from calibrated photographs with the 

vertical lines in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10. We can see that both cases o f locked- 

in and non locked-in void formation can be closely correlated to a node in the 

span-wise distribution o f  stream-wise vibration, and an anti-node o f  transverse 

vibration. It is also apparent that this model based correlation is more accurate for 

locked in cases.

Looking more closely at Figure 2.10, in relation to the locked-in void 

structures, we can see that the span-wise distribution o f transverse vibration is 

clearly:

X  = X l = sin
L [2-14]

We can also see that the span-wise distribution o f  stream-wise vibration is: 

lu x '

[2-15]
X z = X 2 -  sin

. L J

Therefore, an anti-node o f  Xy occurs at x/L o f  0.5, and the node o f  Xz occurs also

at x/L o f 0.5 and all locked-in ‘void’ structures appear very close to this value. 

Hence we only require mode shape equation o f [2-13] to determine location o f the
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‘void’ structure formed under locked-in vibration. However, for the non-locked 

cases o f void formation there are contributions from both Xj and X2 for the 

stream-wise and transverse vibration distributions.

To quantify the performance o f  our correlation, Figure 2.11a and b both 

plot the probability that a void will be formed at a theoretically predicted node in 

stream-wise vibration. Tolerance ranges, as shown visually in Figure 2.11c and 

given as a percentage o f cylinder length, were set up to describe how close voids 

were formed to the theoretically predicted nodes. From Figure 2.11a, we show 

that the all void structures corresponding with locked-in cylinder vibrations occur 

within a tolerance region o f  8% or +/- 1.83cm from the predicted stream-wise 

node. When we extend this calculation to voids formed under non-locked in 

vibration conditions, we determine that 83.3% o f the voids are formed within a 

tolerance region o f 10% or +/- 2.296cm.

Only one ‘void’ tends to occur on a cylinder undergoing locked in 

vibrations as seen in Figure 2.12a. Conversely, Figure 2.12b shows many ‘voids’ 

coexisting simultaneously on the span under unlocked vibration conditions. This 

interaction reduces the performance o f  our model and we can only speculate that 

there is some intricate vortex dynamics between the various structures that is 

allowed to occur at lower vibration amplitudes. Or there is un-modeled interaction 

between the 1st, 2nd and even 3rd modal responses o f the flexible cylinder. A  

similar argument was given by Van Atta et al (1988) for their vortex ‘blob’ 

structures.
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
x/l

a) Transverse Vibration Distribution; Red-70 fvs/fn=0.79

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

b) Stream-wise Vibration Distribution; Red=70 fvs/fn=0.79

Figure 2.9. Vibration Theory Applied to Void Structures outside lock-in

Ay/D is the transverse amplitude in the cross-stream direction and Az/D is the 
normalized amplitude in the stream-wise direction. Void locations as determined 
from calibrated photographs are marked by vertical line segments

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

-o

a) Transverse Vibration Distribution; Reo=60 fvs/fn=1.01

0 0.2 0.4 . 0.6 0.8 1

b) Transverse Vibration Distribution; ReD=60 fvs/fn=1.01
Figure 2.10. Vibration theory Applied to Void Structures inside lock-in
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■  locked in

8% 5%
tolerance region % of span

a) Probability o f  a void being found within a specified tolerance region 
surrounding a stream-wise vibration node along the span

■  all voids 

□  not locked

50% 40% 15% 10% 5%

tolerance region % of span

b) Probability o f a void being formed within a specified tolerance region 
surrounding a stream-wise vibration node along the span

Predicted Node' Measured Void 
Location

T3
+/- Tolerance

Tolerance range

c) Tolerance range and +/- tolerance

Figure 2.11. Probability o f Void occurrence within specified tolerances
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z/D 0 500 z/D 0 500
a) Locked in ReD=72 fvs/fn= l b) non-locked in ReD=71 fvs/fn=0.8

Figure 2.12. Voids formed under locked-in and non-locked in vibration conditions

2.5.3. Combinations of Shedding and Natural Frequencies of 
Void Formation

As we just discussed, voids can occur under both locked-in and non- 

locked in conditions. For the void structures occurring within lock-in, we find 

that the structures can occur at the smallest values o f fs/fn for the lock-in region, or 

initial branch using the terminology o f  Williamson and Govardhan (2004). This 

corresponds to a ratio o f fs/fn o f 0.87 to 0.88. All other void structures we found in 

the later regions o f  lock-in, or lower branch (Williamson and Govardhan, 2004), 

corresponding to fs/fn o f between 1 and 1.09.

Low Red VIV studies, at a similar mass ratio, were completed by Singh 

and Mittal (2005), for both stream-wise and transverse cylinder vibrations, and 

Willden and Graham (2006), for transverse cylinder vibrations. They showed the 

existence o f modulation o f  the cylinder response with both fvs and fn in the initial
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branch o f  lock-in. For the upper end, or lower branch o f lock-in, they show that 

these modulations are not significant. This result has also been shown for high 

Reo cylinder vibrations (Govardhan and Williamson, 2000). For our flexible 

cylinder with various mode shapes, such modulations would mean we would have 

significant modal content at two frequencies. In light o f the vibration model, this 

would cause a complex steady state motion o f  the nodes and anti-nodes. We argue 

that this motion o f  nodal points would restrict the formation o f void structures in 

the initial branch o f lock-in. Conversely, it would not effect the formation o f the 

structures in the upper end, or lower branch o f  lock-in. This can account for the 

larger ranges o f  fs/fn for void formation in the upper branch.

For non-locked in void structures, all o f  the void structures were formed 

near the peripheries o f  a lock-in region. Values for fvs/fn correspond to between 

0.71 and 0.86 for pre-lock-in cylinder vibration and between fvs/fn o f between 1.12 

and 1.31 for de-synchronized vibration. Therefore, we can be certain that some 

level o f  vibration was required for the formation o f these structures.

The 1st mode lock-in band was where we found the most stable and well 

defined void structures. We did find, with considerable difficulty, some cases 

where voids did occur at or near the 2nd and 3rd modal response regions but they 

were highly intermittent in nature. Once again, frequency modulations could be to 

blame. Such frequency modulations are caused at the higher modes due to the 

effects o f mode competition between various natural frequencies o f  the flexible 

cylinder (Van Atta and Gharib, 1987).

2.5.4. Anticipated Amplitudes of Vibration

To finalize our description o f the cylinder vibration, we must also 

comment on amplitudes o f  anti-node vibrations. Attempts to resolve such small 

vibration amplitudes encountered in this study were not successful. Without direct 

measurement o f  Ay/D, Az/D or accurate Fourier averages o f experimental cylinder 

forces fmi, and f<u we are forced to give probable vibration amplitudes based on 

published data.
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In Section 3.3.2, we validated the use o f bubbles in VIV research. In this 

section we used the width o f our lock-in band to estimate our maximum 

transverse vibration amplitude (Ay) o f  0.3 to 0.4D from the data in Blevins 

(1990). Willden and Graham (2006) support this estimate as they obtained 

maximum Ay/D o f 0.35 for a very similar mass ratio and lock-in band. Singh and 

Mittal (2005) showed that Ay/D amplitudes can be as large as 0.48 in the lock-in 

band. Such amplitudes should be typical o f  lock-in vibration at transverse anti

nodes. An upper bound for these vibrations is given by the data compiled from 

Williamson and Govardhan (2004) which shows that laminar VIV amplitudes can 

not be in excess o f Ay/D o f  0.6 for our typical von Karman 2S shedding mode. 

This result is supported by the flexible cylinder DNS simulations o f  Newman and 

Kamiadakis (1997) where a 2-D freely vibrating cable had Ay/D o f 0.52. For void 

structures found o ff lock-in conditions, we expect that the cylinder will not be 

oscillating at the maximum amplitude. For the void formation frequency ranges 

discussed in the previous section, Willden and Graham (2005) and Singh and 

Mittal (2005) predict vibration transverse amplitudes o f approximately 0.1D to 

0.2D.

Published data on stream-wise amplitudes are not as common. Maximum 

Az/D amplitudes o f 0.1 are published by Jauvtis and Williamson, (2004) for high 

Red VIV under locked in conditions. Singh and Mittal (2005) publish a much 

lower maximum value o f  approximately 0.01 for the maximum amplitude for low  

Red VIV. This corresponds to Az o f  2.286pm for our 0.02286cm diameter 

cylinder. For non-locked in conditions, we could expect peak stream-wise anti

node amplitudes on the order o f 0.004 which corresponds to amplitudes o f  0.9144 

pm for our cylinder. Such small amplitudes would not be measurable by photo 

detectors such as the one used by Van Atta et al (1988) and Van Atta and Gharib

(1987). Their photo detector was capable o f  measuring amplitudes as low as 

10pm.
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2.6. Comparison o f the ‘Void’ Structure with Previously 
Observed Structures in the Cylinder Wake

The three-dimensional structures seen by Cimbala, Nagib and Roshko

(1988) are a secondary instability occurring in the far wake, and do not have the 

point position o f growth at the cylinder that the current structure has. 

Occasionally, similar patterns have been observed in our experiment far 

downstream. There is no mention o f  the detailed vortex dynamics that produces 

the “blobs” reported by Van Atta, Gharib and Hammache (1988) for direct 

comparison. However, the appearance o f  these ‘blobs’ does not share the rapid 

downstream growth that the ‘void’ structure has, and the vibration mechanism 

required for a ‘voids’ formation is different.

When comparing the known previous work with our visualizations, there 

is only one paper that discusses structures that have some similarities. The 

visualizations o f the present study resemble the ‘stable (in-phase) symmetric two 

sided dislocation’ o f Williamson (1992) at a Red o f 260. These similarities include 

growth with downstream distance and an equal in-phase shedding frequency on 

either side o f the large scale dislocation structure. However, there are significant 

differences in the three-dimensional structure. Williamson observed ‘vortex 

linking’ as a division o f  a vortex o f one sign and a linking o f that divided vortex 

with two vortices o f same- signed vorticity on the other span-wise side o f the 

dislocation structure. This ‘vortex linking’ was suggested to be partially 

responsible for a ‘A-structure’ that was readily visible in Williamson’s 

visualizations. With our cylinder vibrations and lower Rea, both the ‘vortex 

linking’ and ‘A-structure’ were not observed. Instead, another structure is seen, 

defined by a ‘void’ o f  tracer bubbles. We can see that this unique ‘void’ structure 

involves a vortex pinch-off between opposite-signed vortices o f  the Karman 

vortex street, and not an interaction o f  like signed vorticity as observed by 

Williamson (1992).

To our knowledge, we are the first to visualize this ‘void’ structure and 

pinch-off in the cylinder wake. We suspect that the reason others have not
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observed the ‘void’ phenomenon is because such structures can only occur on a 

flexible wire due to the formation o f nodes and anti-nodes. They are quite difficult 

to find at the very high vibration modes o f the flexible cylinder experiments o f  

Van Atta and Gharib (1987) and Van Atta et al (1988) and both Newman and 

Kamaidakis (1996, 1997) and Brika and Laneville (1993) did not allow stream- 

wise vibration. Even at very small amplitudes, such vibrations can create large 

scale structures in the cylinder wake as reported by Van Atta et al (1988) and our 

investigation.
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Conclusions

Using the hydrogen bubble flow visualization technique we have observed 

a vortex structure in the wake o f a cylinder that has many unique features not 

discussed before. In section 2.4 we showed that vortex structures in the wake o f  

the cylinder can sometimes contain a large-scale three-dimensional vortex 

structure we have chosen to call a ‘void’. This is in reference to the vast reduction 

in number o f tracer bubbles located within the structure. The lack o f bubbles can 

persist for hundreds o f  diameters downstream. We have suggested a skeleton 

vortex structure which shows the pinch-off between opposite-sign Karman vortex 

street vortices. To our knowledge no one has visualized pinch-off interactions 

between both sides o f  the Karman vortex street before. This may be the first 

visualization o f the pinch-off suggested by Roshko in 1976. We were able to 

correlate the span-wise location o f this structure with a specific vibration event. 

This formation mechanism has not been previously suggested for any large scale 

structure formed in the wake o f a circular cylinder.

The structure appears to be formed as a result o f self-oscillatory wire 

vibration perturbations and not cylinder surface imperfections. We determined 

that these void structures form at an anti-node in transverse vibration and a node 

o f the stream-wise vibration. For both locked-in and non locked-in cylinder 

vibrations we can calculate the anti-nodes and nodes o f  the cylinders vibration 

through the use o f equations [2-11] and [2-12] o f  the vibration model we derived 

in Section 2.5.1. These equations require knowledge o f  the cylinder excitation 

frequencies; namely the vortex shedding frequency (fvs) for transverse vibration 

and twice the shedding frequency (2fvs) for stream-wise vibration (Jauvtis and 

Williamson 2004; Sarpkaya 2004). The model also requires knowledge o f the 

cylinder natural frequencies o f vibration (fn) which are calculated using the 

cylinder tension and added mass. Although it is not highly important in 

determining node and anti-node locations, the model does require some estimate 

o f the magnitude o f the oscillating vortex shedding forces to determine accurate 

vibration amplitudes. We experimentally reproduced the vortex ‘blob’ structures
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o f  Van Atta et al (1988). Our vibration model was validated by using our 

experimental results to verify the result o f  Van Atta et al that the ‘blobs’ do occur 

at nodes in both stream-wise and transverse vibration.

For locked-in cylinder vibration, we found that the calculation for nodes 

and anti-nodes can be made much simpler. The detailed vibration model predicted 

the same result as was obtained from the well known mode shape equation [2-13] 

which is published in Blevins (1990) and Inman (2001) as well as most other texts 

on vibration. For void structures occurring under non locked-in conditions we 

must calculate nodes and anti-nodes using the vibration model, since this model 

accounts for the contribution from many mode shapes. These models depend 

greatly on shedding frequency and the cylinders natural frequencies o f  vibration.

When we compare the measured locations o f ‘void’ formation with 

calculated anti-nodes and nodes o f  vibration, we see that ‘void’ formation 

correlates well with a specific vibration event. All void structures found on 

locked-in cylinders occur within +/- 4% o f the calculated node in stream-wise 

vibration and the calculated anti-node in transverse vibration. All tolerances we 

discuss are given as a percentage o f the cylinder length. For void structures 

occurring under non-locked in vibration conditions, 83.3% o f voids were found 

within +/- 5% o f the calculated stream-wise vibration node. All o f  these ‘void’ 

structures occurred within +/- 25% o f  the calculated stream-wise vibration node. 

This is primarily because many ‘voids’ are allowed to coexist simultaneously in 

the region surrounding the stream-wise vibration node and transverse vibration 

anti-node. We speculate that this results from a vortex dynamics interaction 

between the large scale structures, or some interaction between adjacent modal 

responses o f  the cylinder vibration.

We determined that vibration must be occurring because voids occurred 

near, or inside lock-in. In addition, they were quite difficult to find beyond the 1st 

mode o f  transverse cylinder vibration. Due to the strong dependency o f  void 

formation on vibration mode shapes and their modal responses, we can conclude 

that void formation is most strongly dependent upon the excitation frequencies o f  

vortex shedding, and their relation to the cylinders natural frequency. Our
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vibration model also shows that the location o f nodes and anti-nodes is not 

strongly dependent on the magnitude o f  the dynamic forces imposed by vortex 

shedding. Since these forces are highly dependent on the Reynolds number, based 

on diameter (Ren), this is supported by the finding that our ‘void’ structure was 

not highly dependent on ReD. The most notable ReD dependency is that oscillating 

forces must exist since Karman type vortex shedding must be occurring. 

Otherwise we found the structure between Reo o f  57 and the largest experimental 

Ren o f  185.

We should expect peak lock-in vibration amplitudes o f Ay/D o f  0.35 

(80pm) and Az/D o f  0.01 (2.3pm). Peak vibration amplitudes outside o f  lock-in 

should be approximately Ay/D o f  0.1 (23pm) and Az/D o f  0.004 (1pm). 

Unfortunately, we did not have sensitive enough instruments to directly measure 

such small distributed vibrations along the span o f our wire in a water tunnel.

We also verified the use o f hydrogen bubbles for seeding o f VIY 

experiments in Section 2.3. The onset o f  shedding was reproduced at the typical 

Red value o f 47. Typical characteristics o f  the wake inside and outside lock-in 

matched very well with results from VIV literature. In addition, we showed that 

the vortex street is capable o f trapping the bubbles in their cores and that buoyant 

bubble rise is inconsequential after shedding has begun. We recommend the use 

o f hydrogen bubble visualization for use in cylinder flow research.
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Chapter 3. Design of a Backward-Facing Step Flow 

Control Device

3.1. Introduction

Mankind has been involved in manipulating flows for centuries. A  review 

o f the immense flow control literature is given in the text by Gad-el-Hak (2000). 

The three fundamental types o f  flow control include passive, active and reactive 

control. Passive control typically involves the use o f  some time-invariant means 

for obtaining a control objective with no external energy input. Active control, 

also termed open-loop control, uses a pre-determined time-varying actuation to 

manipulate the flow with external energy input. Finally, reactive control uses a 

sensor measurement to calculate an open-loop feed forward actuation or a closed- 

loop feedback actuation. Our backward-facing step control device is designed as 

an active or open-loop control device. The actuator will be the first experimental 

use o f  span-wise variations in the actuation with various distributions, 

wavelengths and phase relationships that have been successful in numerical 

experiments o f Kang and Choi (2002). Generic specifications o f  this actuator are 

given in Section 3.2. In this design procedure, we select the actuation technology 

in Section 3.3, and give a detailed description o f the fabricated actuators in 

Section 3.4.

3.1.1. The Backward-Facing step

The backward-facing step geometry has been a benchmark flow in fluid 

mechanics for the study o f recirculation bubbles. Advances in the control o f  this 

flow geometry can be applied to a wide variety o f  industrial and aeronautical 

flows. The recirculation bubble, more commonly described as a reattaching shear 

layer, has seen a vast amount o f research. Studies into the classical flow
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configuration, without any type o f control, are quite numerous. Adams and 

Johnston (1988a) measure both pressure and turbulence statistics and provide a 

correlation to relate measured pressure data into turbulent shear stress information 

in the near-wall region at reattachment. Adams and Johnston (1998b) provide 

experiments showing that the reattachment length o f a separating turbulent 

boundary layer is longer than both transitional and laminar boundary layers.

Lee and Sung (2001) provide detailed measurements on the wall pressure 

fluctuations plotted versus the stream-wise and span-wise directions. They 

reproduced the result o f Mabey (1972) that wall pressure fluctuations pass 

through a well marked maximum, just prior to reattachment. This result is widely 

used in feed-back control experiments (Becker et al, 2005; Henning and King, 

2007) due to its relatively rapid nature for determining the reattachment length 

(Xr). In general, time mean values o f  the reattachment length ( X R) are presented

by researchers using a wide variety o f measurement techniques. In addition to 

surface pressure fluctuations, laser Doppler anemometry (Armaly et al, 1983), 

surface oil techniques (Wengle et al, 2001; Hasan, 1992), particle image 

velocimetry (Yosioka et al, 2001a; Yosioka et al, 2001b), and tufts (Roos and 

Kegelman, 1986) are used to determine X R. However none o f  these 

measurements fully illustrate the features o f  the reattachment length which has 

been shown to have both span-wise and temporal fluctuations (Le et al, 1997; 

Armaly et al, 1983). Such span-wise variations are idealized by the dashed line 

for X R (z, t) in Figure 3.1.

Parameters used to describe a backward-facing step flow include:

Re, = - ^ ,  Sth= ^ ,  Ree = ^ , S t e = ^ ,  ER = H , AR = — 
h v U j  6 v 6 Ux (H - h ) h

These parameters are the Reynolds and Strouhal numbers based on momentum 

thickness 0 and step height h. ER and AR is the expansion and aspect ratios o f  the 

step, where h is the step height, H is test section height after flow expansion and L 

is the span. These terms are shown in the backward-facing step schematic as
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shown in Figure 3.1. The backward-facing step geometry, as designed in Section 

3.5 will be quite similar to the one illustrated in this figure.

Figure 3.1: Schematic o f  Backward-facing Step flow

Dashed line shows span-wise variation in the reattachment length. The 
recirculation bubble denoted by the cylinder will also exhibit span-wise 
variations.

3.1.2. Previous Backward-Facing Step Flow Control

Passive control techniques are based on the realization that proper 

promotion o f  turbulence intensity in the inlet o f a backward-facing step has been 

shown to have a reduce the reattachment length. Isomoto and Honami (1989) use 

tripping cylinders increase the turbulence intensity in the inlet flow. Similarly, 

Neumann and Wengle (2003) use a surface mounted control fence to promote 

turbulence intensity in the inflow to the backward-facing step. However, 

Neumann and Wengle concluded that their passive method was not as effective as 

active control methods.

Most o f  the open-loop and closed-loop strategies for the forcing involve 

using som e type o f  single frequency forcing. There is a debate regarding whether 

Sth or Ste is the proper dimensionless quantity for describing the optimal forcing 

frequency. The data does show two possible optimum instability frequencies, 

termed the shear layer mode and the step modes as stated by Hasan (1992). The
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shear layer mode has an optimum value determined by Stg «  0.012 and a step 

mode at Sth ~ 0.2. Hasan showed that the shear layer, (or Kelvin-Helmholtz),

mode o f instability is reduced to the step mode through a pairing o f the original 

shear layer vortices. Sigurdson (1995), denoting this as the ‘shedding’-type o f  

instability, showed that this scaling is very prominent in many flow geometries. In 

this case, merged shear layer vortices interact with their images due to the wall 

and the instability is much like von Karman vortex shedding from a cylinder. 

Researchers have cited both o f these frequencies to be optimal in reducing the 

reattachment length. Bhattacharjee et al (1986) cite that Sth « 0 .2  ~ 0.4 is an 

optimum frequency range, which is consistent with the findings o f  Hasan. 

Yoshioka et al (2001), Roos and Kegelman (1986), Kang and Choi (2002) all cite 

the step mode as their optimum frequency for reducing the reattachment length. 

The shear layer or Kelvin Helmholtz mode has been cited by Chun and Sung 

(1996, 1998), Wengle et al (2001) as the optimal method for increasing mixing or 

reducing the reattachment length.

To combine these two instability modes into a single actuation, Kim et al 

(2007) used dual frequency forcing to reduce the reattachment length further. Kim 

et al. gave the following expression or this forcing:

v,  [3-1]

In this relationship, they combined the primary Helmholtz instability 

frequency with various sub-harmonics and harmonics. The two waveforms were 

offset by the phase (j) .

The forcing amplitudes in the literature are quite varied. Blowing and 

suction type actuation studies found in the literature have peak velocities o f  

between 0.02LL to 0.3 LL for active control. For closed-loop systems, actuation 

peak velocities can be significantly reduced to 0.002Uoo (Becker et al, 2005). 

Flapping amplitudes have been on the order o f  1% o f  the momentum boundary 

layer thickness (Roos and Kegelman 1986; Lai et al 2002).

The use o f  span-wise variations in the actuation profile velocity is less 

prominent in the literature. In their numerical experiments using optimization
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based control o f  a backward-facing step flow, Kang and Choi (2002) found that 

they could prescribe an open-loop forcing that would closely mimic the results 

obtained from their optimization. Their span-wise variation in forcing was 

prescribed as:

2 k
VA(z,t) = sin

L
-(z + zp(t)) VA(t) [3-2]

The optimal span-wise actuation wavelength is an Lz 4h and they 

prescribed various time varying phase relationships zp(t). This term was given 4 

definitions by Kang and Choi. The most effective phase definition was a quasi

random phase definition which assigns a random value for zp(t) that has a 

dependency on its previous values. This result simulates the actuation profile they 

obtained in their closed-loop sub-optimal Navier Stokes based optimization 

technique. No experimental research has achieved this level o f  control over span- 

wise wavelengths and time varying phase relationships. Henning and King (2007) 

segment their forcing into 4 different actuation velocities controlled by individual 

loudspeakers. They find that they can maintain different span-wise reattachment 

lengths through the use o f open-loop and closed-loop control. Chun and Sung 

(1999) created span-wise variation in their forcing by putting thin tape o f  different 

lengths to block segments o f their uniform actuation slot o f previous experiments 

(Chun and Sung, 1996, 1998). They stated that such variations proved to be no 

more effective than uniform forcing. The reason for this could have been that they 

appeared not to modify wavelengths and phase relationships o f their selective 

taping o f  the actuation slot. Instead, they focused on the ratio o f  taped width, to 

the width o f the open sections.

3.1.3. The Desired Actuation

In light o f the current literature, it is advisable to design the actuator to be 

capable o f creating the following actuation profile which is a combination of  

equations [3-1] and [3-2], When we combine these relationships, we get an
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actuator capable o f  forcing with Nf different frequency contents, amplitudes (An) 

and phases {(f)n). The frequency contents would include harmonics and sub 

harmonics o f the Kelvin Helmholtz shear layer instability mode (Kim et al (2007), 

where sub harmonics correspond to the step mode o f instability. We can also add 

periodic span-wise distributions o f this forcing as idealized as a sine wave in [3- 

3]. Ideally, it would be desirable to have real-time control over the span-wise 

distribution o f velocity, span-wise wavelength (Lz), the time varying span-wise 

phase (zp) and the various forcing frequencies (fn), amplitudes (VA,peak,n) and 

phases (<f>n). The expression for this ideal forcing is:

S  V A,peak,n ~ </>„) l> 3 ]
n= 1

As we stated earlier, when completed this actuator will provide the first 

experimental results for a wide variety o f  span-wise distributions, wavelengths 

(Lz), and time varying phase relationships. It could also combine these span-wise 

distributions with the advantages o f forcing with multiple frequencies to provide 

even further contributions to the existing literature on reattaching shear layers o f  

back step flows.

In the more distant future, we could use the optimization strategies o f  

Koumotsakos and Milano (2002) or Navier-Stokes based optimal and suboptimal 

optimization based strategies (Bewley et al, 2001; Choi et al, 1999; Kang and 

Choi, 2002). It could also be used to further explore the effects o f span-wise 

varying forcing in process control based optimal control techniques o f Henning 

and King (2007). In addition, all such techniques could be applied to many other 

flow geometries if  the actuator is portable.

Vgct{z,t) = sm
2n

( z  + z A t ))
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3.2. Overview of Experiment Design

A schematic o f  the fabricated components o f the experiment is given in 

Figure 3.2a. Firstly, the step module has a detailed profile with some technical 

content in its design. The details o f this profile will be discussed in Section 3.5.1. 

The dye reservoir module and other visualization systems will be discussed in 

more detail in Section 3.5.2. The most intricate and detailed portion o f  the design 

is the Actuator Module. There is a wealth o f knowledge surrounding the 

fabrication and operation o f such modules, but there is still room for contributions 

to the current literature. In Section 3.3 we will discuss the technology selection 

process for the actuator. In Section 3.4 we will describe the attributes and details 

behind the actuator and its fabrication. We will also present data from the testing 

o f  a prototype actuator in Section 3.4.2.

I

Figure 3.2. Experimental Components

The backward-facing step has a height h=5.54cm (2.18 in) and a span (h) 

o f 45.72 cm (18 in). This gives an aspect ratio (AR=L/h) o f  the step o f  8.25. 

Since the w idely accepted aspect ratio to ensure 2-Dim ensional flow  over a step is 

10, we expect our flow to have some degree o f  3-Dimensional component. The 

width o f the actuation slot is 44.45 cm (17.5 in) giving an actuation aspect ratio o f  

8. Where the actuation aspect ratio is defined in terms o f the entire actuated span 

(La) and the step height (h) as:
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The full height o f  the test section (H), after the expansion, is 25.4 cm (10 in). The 

expansion ratio (ER==H/Hi) is 1.25 where H; is the inflow test section height (H; 

=H-h).

Testing o f a prototype actuator showed that the forcing frequencies with 

the purest frequency content lie below 3 Hz. We will show in Section 3.4.3 that 

this corresponds to a maximum Reh o f  16,750 for forcing at the shear layer mode 

instability frequency and 46,100 for forcing at the step mode o f  instability. It is 

conceivable to force at up to 6.25 Hz, however at this frequency, the servo only 

receives 8 motion updates per cycle which results in relatively poor performance. 

Since the published data o f forcing with multiple frequencies from Kim et al 

(2007) was not available during prototype testing, this potential use o f  the 

actuator was not tested. However, the testing that was done suggests that at 

frequencies lower than about 1.5 Hz the actuators should perform well under 

multiple frequency forcing conditions. This corresponds with a maximum Reh o f  

9,000 where the minimum Reh encountered in our study will be approximately 

2000 to 3000 as this is the value where the reattachment length becomes relatively 

independent o f  Reh for our expansion ratio (Adams and Johnston 1998b). We will 

discuss the results o f the prototype testing in Section 3.4.2.

The actuation system is designed to produce a discrete approximation to 

continuous span-wise actuation wavelengths (Lz) o f 0.5h, lh, 1.5h ... 7.5h and 8h. 

It was designed to produce a resolution o f 8 different velocities per wavelength. 

For some wavelengths it will be possible to obtain 16 different actuation 

velocities per actuation wavelength. In Figure 3.3, for a wavelength o f 8h, we can 

see the improvement in the resolution o f  span-wise actuation when using 16 

velocities as opposed to 8. Resolution o f 16 trials can be done for Lz values o f  lh, 

2h, 4h, 6h, and 8h. Small scale, relatively inexpensive, and easily fabricated 

upgrades could make it possible to control the 3h, 5h and 7h wavelengths with a 

span-wise wavelength resolution o f  16. This actuator is not necessarily limited to 

the sinusoidal span-wise actuation distributions. Conceivably it can create any
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periodic waveform which can be adequately resolved in the discrete manner o f the 

actuator. Combined with various relationships for the time varying phase, zp(t), 

we will be the first to experimentally implement such variations in an actuator on 

a backward-facing step flow. The value o f  such span-wise variations has been 

shown numerically by Kang and Choi (2002). It has also been shown to work well 

at experimentally modifying the vortex structure in a planar jet as done by 

Sakakibara and Anzai (2001)

oo
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Figure 3.3. Span-wise Variation o f  Actuation
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3.3. Actuation Technology and Selection

We first begin the design o f  our actuator by searching the current literature 

on effective means for actuation. In their backward-facing step experiments Roos 

and Kegelman (1986) used span-wise uniform flapping at the separation point 

with an amplitude o f 2 mm. The flap was driven by electromagnetism, and the 

bulk fluid was air. Lai et al (2002) used a flap connected rigidly to a linear shaker 

driven with very similar amplitudes as Roos and Kegelman. Micro-Electro- 

Mechanical systems (MEMS) based flapping applications have not yet been 

applied to a backward-facing step. Due to their relatively cheap costs, and their 

inherent advantage for giving a high resolution span-wise distribution o f forcing, 

they are quite attractive. A  detailed review o f MEMS based solutions to actuation 

and sensing problems is given by Lofdahl and Gad-el-Hak (1999). Peacock et al 

(2004) used the bi-layer technique as discussed by Lofdahl and Gad-el-Hak to 

manufacture arrays o f flapping actuators. These arrays are capable o f giving 

maximum flapping deflections o f  25 pm below 30Hz reducing to about 4pm at 

200Hz.

The use o f  plasma actuation has received increased interest in the recent 

literature. Moreau (2007) gives a detailed description of the use o f plasma 

actuators on various flow geometries. An electric or ionic wind is generated by 

plasma discharges that were generated in air. Such winds are easily installed to 

energize boundary layers, delay flow separation, or promote reattachment. 

Laberque et al (2007) use plasma actuators to induce separation at the outlet o f  a 

turbulent jet. With the typical construction used by Moreau and Laberque et al, 

the electric winds cannot completely reverse in direction but fluctuations from a 

mean velocity can be obtained. Such actuators can be built in very small scale and 

require no moving mechanical parts, so they are particularly suitable for MEMS 

based applications.

Blowing and Suction type actuation is the most widely used actuation type 

for the forcing o f a backward-facing step experiments (Becker et al 2005;
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Bhattacharjec et al 1986; Chun and Sung 1996, 1998, 1999; Hasan 1992; Henning 

and King 2007; Kim et al 2007; Wengle et al 2001; Yoshioka et al 2001a, 2001b). 

This is primarily due to the ease o f  construction and the wide frequency and 

amplitude ranges obtainable with this technique. In addition, this type o f actuation 

has seen considerable attention in numerical simulations (Saric et al 2005; Dejoan 

et al 2005; Dejoan and Leschziner 2004; Choi et al 1999; Kang and Choi 2002). 

Both open-loop and closed-loop control techniques have been very successful at 

modification o f  the reattachment length using frequencies and amplitudes 

discussed in the previous section. Specialized techniques, termed zero-net mass 

flux (Gordon and Soria 2002) and synthetic jet actuators (Smith and Glezer 1998) 

have also been developed that have unique actuation properties. Design and 

modeling o f  MEMS based synthetic jets are discussed by Lockerby and Carpenter 

(2004). Lofdahl and Gad-el-Hak (1999) discuss a method to design a MEMS 

based actuator using reservoirs and micro valves to create blowing and suction 

type distributed actuations. Sakakibara and Anzai (2001) give distributed blowing 

and suction along the separation line o f  a planar jet. They use many small servo 

motors to drive syringes at different velocities to create a square-wave span-wise 

distribution o f velocity which proves quite effective.

Smart materials are widely used in actuators. A  detailed review o f smart 

materials as used in sensors and actuators is discussed by Tzou et al (2004). 

Piezoelectric materials and shape memory alloys (SMA) are the most commonly 

used smart materials. Piezoelectric materials are used in the manufacture o f  

synthetic jet actuators. These materials expand or contract in response to 

variations in the strength o f an electric field. The actuation stroke o f piezoelectric 

is relatively small but lever systems can be used to amplify oscillation amplitudes 

to millimeter scales (Tzou et al, 2004) with a flapping motion. Shape memory 

alloys drastically change shape when alloy temperature switches between the 

martensite or austenite phases. The phase transformations allow large forces and 

displacements. However, SM A’s are limited to a maximum oscillation frequency 

o f about 1Hz due to complexity o f rapidly heating and cooling the alloy (Faulkner 

2006). These alloys can also be subject to significant hysteresis as the
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transformation temperatures are not necessarily equal for martensite and austenite. 

(Tzou et al, 2004). Liang and Rogers (1997) discuss the use o f  SM A’s in the 

design o f  actuators. Many other materials such as electrostrictive and 

magnetostrictive materials (Zhou 2004), or polymer hydrogels (Santulli et al 

2005) show potential for use in future actuators. Unfortunately the use o f these 

materials would require significant time and funds to develop the technologies 

into useful actuators.

3.3.1. Shortlist of Suitable Actuation Technologies

The first limiting design choice was the decision to use the High Speed 

Water Tunnel in the Vortex Fluid Dynamics Laboratory at the University o f  

Alberta. In Section 3.4.3 we show how the use o f water will decrease the required 

frequencies to within the limits o f our actuators for a very wide range o f Reh. 

Lower frequency actuators tend to be cost effective and the researcher can get a 

great understanding o f  the flow by simple qualitative and quantitative 

visualization techniques.

Unfortunately, the choice o f  water immediately limits the types o f  

actuators we can use. MEMS actuators would be problematic due to the oxidation 

o f the silicon in water and plasma actuators can only form electric winds in air. 

Costly piezoelectric materials are limited in their actuation stroke and their 

relatively high voltages could be a safety concern in damp environments. Shape 

memory actuators are restricted to a maximum forcing frequency o f 1Hz under 

ideal conditions. SMA use would be complicated further by the wide variety o f  

water temperatures throughout the course o f a calendar year. Therefore, the 

limitations o f all these options outweigh their unique benefits. Hence, for our 

experiment we are limited to the more traditional actuation types. These actuation 

types are typically flapping, or blowing and suction.
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The mechanical systems used in the designs o f these actuation types are 

quite similar. They generally have some type o f oscillating motor, or shaker to 

create the oscillation. Connected to this motor, there is a mechanical force 

transmission system (FTS) which modifies the motion o f  the motor into a desired 

actuation. Typical FTS include rack and pinion, cam-follower and linkage 

systems. Then different FTS connect with their corresponding flap or blowing and 

suction slot, generically termed a discrete actuation location (DAL).

All o f these systems can be applied to both the actuation types with their 

own relative advantages. Once we have selected the FTS, we must also select the 

number o f servo motors used to drive the systems. Regardless o f  the number o f  

motors, all designs would have real-time control over the oscillation amplitudes 

(VApeakn), the relevant optimal frequency contents o f forcing (fn) and phase

between the waveforms ( <f>n). These terms are all described in the desired forcing

function in equation [3-3] o f  section 3.1.3.

The number o f motors used would decide whether we had real-time 

control over the span-wise wavelength (Lz) and time dependent span-wise phase 

(zp). Motor design A, the most costly option, is to connect each DAL to its own 

FTS and servo motor. This would allow real-time control o f all actuation 

parameters including the span-wise wavelength. Design C, the last design 

considered, involves using one servo motor to drive many DALs by use o f a force 

splitter. For the blowing and suction type, a force splitter would be a distribution 

manifold, as seen in photograph o f Figure 3.4c. For the flapping actuation type, a 

rake system can be used to split the linear motion into many equivalent DALs. 

This can be seen in the solid model o f  Figure 3.5c and idealized in the linkage 

schematic in Figure 3.5b. The number o f DALs per servo is another design 

choice. These designs do not allow real-time control o f the span-wise wavelength, 

but they do allow real-time control over the time varying span-wise phase.
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3.3.2. Final Selection of Actuator Technology

As our final actuator, we will use the blowing and suction type, driven by 

rack and pinion force transmission systems. To drive all 128 slots, we require 22 

rack and pinion systems to drive syringes as seen in Figure 3.4b. Each o f these 

syringes will be connected to its own 8-outlet distribution manifold as seen in 

Figure 3.4c. The tubes will then go from the distribution manifold to the 

backward-facing step actuator module as shown in Figure 3.2 o f Section 3.2. For 

certain wavelengths, tubes may go from the manifolds to an extra tube reservoir 

which will be discussed in Section 3.4.5. The detailed dimensions o f  the tubing 

network connecting the components are also discussed in this section. We 

discussed the specifications o f this actuator in Section 3.2. To arrive at this 

decision, a decision matrix was applied to the designs to compare the various 

technologies and options. The criteria are summarized in Table 3.1.

Quality of Actuation Score
time domain

frequency limits 5
many freq contents 5
lack of nonlinearity 5

Actuation amplitude 5
span domain

Lz 5
zp(t) 5

Subtotal 30

Operational Score
Ease of Use 5

Ease of Maintenance 5
Subtotal

Fabrication
10

cost 10
Ease of Fabrication 5

Subtotal 15

Max score 55

Table 3.1: Actuation Selection Criteria

Firstly, we found that flapping designs were found to score lower in the 

decision matrix than the blowing and suction designs. This is mainly because they 

performed poorly in the operational and fabrication related criteria. All the 

moving components o f  the flapping actuators must be placed in quite close 

proximity to force all 128x 2.5 mm wide flaps with great accuracy. Secondly, 

possible upgrades to the system would also be much more costly and may require 

a completely new design and fabrication process. Conversely, the blowing and
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suction type actuators can be placed almost arbitrarily as long as the tubing 

networks are fluid dynamically similar. Hence, fabrication, operation maintenance 

and even upgradeability are much simpler.

Secondly, we determined that a rack and pinion FTS scored higher than 

the linkage and cam-follower systems. They scored higher than cam-follower 

designs because o f the complexity and costs associated with the fabrication o f  

many different custom built cam profiles. When compared with linkages, the rack 

and pinion system improves the actuation quality as it eliminates the non-linearity 

o f  linkages. The non-linear relationship o f the linkage system is derived in 

machinery design textbooks (Norton 2001):

vunk = -\h\0i + |A |4  co s î tan4  [3-4]

Not only does the slider velocity depend on the angular velocity o f the drive link 

0X, but it also depends on the actual angular positions 0X and d2 o f  the links L]

and L2 which have lengths o f  |L | and |Z J . These terms are shown graphically in

Figure 3.5b. For a rack and pinion system, the velocity o f  the rack can be 

accurately described by the tangential velocity o f  the pinion gear o f  radius r:

[3-5]

Therefore, the rack and pinion will only have the non-linearity that exists due to 

the servo motor itself. This non-linearity is quite minimal at the lower frequencies 

where the bulk o f the experiments will be completed.

Thirdly, as a compromise between cost and actuation functionality, it was 

decided to split the actuation flow from the rack and pinion syringes through 8- 

outlet distribution manifolds. In doing this we reduce the number o f required 

motors from 128 to 22 at a significant cost savings. Since the actuators can be 

located somewhat arbitrarily we can upgrade this design to the motor design A, at 

the expense o f fabricating 106 more rack and pinion actuators. This would allow 

our actuator to have real-time control over all terms o f the desired forcing 

equation [3-3] as seen earlier in Section 3.1.1, and provide a discrete 

approximation o f the continuous span-wise distribution o f  velocity. For the initial
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experiments, the manual plug and play design for changing the span-wise 

wavelength is deemed acceptable.

3.4. Actuator Components, Specifications and Features

In Section 3.3, we described in general the components o f the actuation 

system. In this section, we will discuss in much more detail the components 

selected for the force transmission system and the tubing network. In Section 

3.4.1 we discuss the dimensions and details o f the rack and pinion actuator. 

Details o f  the tubing network which connects the rack and pinion actuator to the 

in-step actuator slot module are also given. We also discuss the communication 

and data gathering electronics use to control, monitor and power the 22 different 

servo motors. During the design phase, we tested a prototype actuator and got 

preliminary performance data. This data, along with a discussion is presented in 

Section 3.4.2. Since we know the actuator frequency limits from these tests, we 

can calculate that our maximum Reh o f  16,750 is possible when forcing at the 

Kelvin Helmholtz, or shear layer instability frequency. For the step mode of  

instability, our maximum Reh is 46,100. The details o f  this calculation, and the 

value o f using water as our experimental fluid, are presented in Section 3.4.3. In 

Section 3.4.4 we discuss the possible actuation amplitudes as they compare with 

published values. Finally, in Section 3.4.5 we discuss the span-wise variation of  

actuation velocity.

3.4.1. Overview of Actuator Components

In Figure 3.6a, we show the locations o f  actuator components as they 

relate to the layout o f  the other experimental components. From the figure we can 

see that each actuation system requires the actuator, a distribution manifold and 

the 2 possible final tube destinations. Namely, the actuator slot module or an extra 

tube reservoir required for certain wavelengths. Each component is connected by 

a network o f flexible tubing. A photograph o f  a manufactured actuator is found in 

Figure 3.6b and a solid model is given in Figure 3.6c.
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The rack and pinion force transmission system is driven by a Hitec® HS- 

225MG analog servo motor, selected for its superior performance when compared 

to the weaker and slower standard analog servos. The added expense o f the digital 

servos, which could potentially have a much greater maximum forcing frequency 

and Reh, was deemed unnecessary. The rack, which is driven at the tangential 

velocity o f  the 1” pitch diameter pinion gear, is mounted on a low friction slider. 

The slider allows the connection o f  coupler which forces the syringe piston to 

move with the same motion as the rack.

Low friction 20 mL glass syringes from Popper and Sons, Inc. are used in 

the actuator to give quite significant actuation velocities. These syringes have 

plungers with diameters o f 1.958 cm. The syringe is mounted on an alignment rail 

using rigid tube clamps. The alignment rail was identical to the slider rail making 

it easy to ensure proper orientation o f  the syringe casing with its plunger. This 

avoids unnecessary radial forces between the syringe casing and the plunger. Such 

forces, if  severe enough, cause the piston motion to lock-up and the servos to 

stall, stopping all actuation. Although lock-up was common in the initial 

prototypes, we were able to eliminate it completely using careful design, testing 

and fabrication techniques.

The syringe is then connected to the step or an extra tubing reservoir by a 

tubing network. The schematic o f this network is seen by the schematic in Figure 

3.7, and is not intended to be to scale or show experimental layout. The symbols 

and length and diameter values for this tubing network are given in Table 3.2. Re

enforced 3/8 inch inner diameter tubing is clamped to the metal luer lock fitting o f  

the syringe. The other end o f this tubing feeds into a commercially available 8 

outlet manifold. The manifolds used are shown in the photograph in Figure 3.4c. 

These manifolds split the flow from the syringe into 8 branches o f 1/8 inch inner 

diameter tubing. The 1/8 inch tubing connects with reducing tube fittings that are 

imbedded in the test section wall. In addition to giving a watertight test section 

wall, these tube fittings allow the plug and play modification o f the span-wise 

wavelength. Nothing inside the test section wall needs to be changed or modified 

after the step is installed and the wall should remain watertight. On the inner side
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o f  the wall 3/32 inch inner diameter tubing connects with the other port o f the 

embedded tube fittings. The other end o f  this tubing connects to the actuator slot 

module.

Various views o f  the actuator slot module are shown in Figure 3.8. In the 

exploded view o f  Figure 3.8a we can see that the flexible 3/32 inch inner diameter 

tubing connects to a rigid stainless steel tube o f the same outer diameter. This 

rigid tube is bonded into the holes which are drilled at 45° angles into the 

actuation module as seen in Figure 3.8b. These holes had to be drilled in a 

staggered pattern to eliminate interference between adjacent flexible 3/32 inch 

inner diameter flexible tubing when they are connected. Slots 2.5mm in width are 

milled 1mm deep into the aluminum as seen in Figure 3.8b. The wall thickness 

between the slots is slightly smaller than 1mm. All 4 walls o f the rectangular 

actuation slots are completed by compressing a very thin adhesive tape between a 

flat plate and the milled work piece. The sealing plate and a view o f  all 128 milled 

slots are shown in the exploded view o f Figure 3.8a.

A  close-up o f the actuator slot module as it will be installed in the 

completed step assembly is seen in Figure 3.8c. From this figure we can also see 

how the slots issue out from the vertical section behind the step. This prevents the 

slots from exhibiting any passive control over the reattachment bubble. In certain 

wavelengths not all o f  the 8 tubes o f a given manifold are connected to the step. 

Due to the continuity equation, the excess tubes must also be connected 

somewhere to maintain consistent velocities in the actuator tubes. A  fluid- 

dynamically similar extra tube reservoir is designed for this purpose as seen in 

Figure 3.6a. The criteria for a fluid-dynamically similar reservoir design will be 

discussed in Section 3.4.6.

Signals are sent to the servo motors by the SSC-32 servo controller board 

from Lynxmotion Inc. The board accepts ASCII text strings from Labview®. 

These strings are converted by the board’s firmware into pulse width modulated 

signals which it sends to the servos. The analog servos we used sample the pulse 

width from the servo every 20ms or 50 Hz which is termed the servo refresh rate. 

At this rate, the servo uses it’s feedback circuit to calculate appropriate servo
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action based on the error between the position desired by S SC-32 signal and the 

servos own internal potentiometer measurement o f  its angular position. The 

details o f the feedback algorithm are proprietary information not released by 

Hitec Inc. To extract performance data from the servos, the potentiometer signal 

is also sampled by a data acquisition system and the results fed into Labview® for 

analysis.

A parallel circuit was designed to power the actuators. A diode will be 

installed into the circuit to prevent damage that could otherwise result from 

applying reverse polarity to the servos, potentially destroying the internal circuitry 

of all connected servos. A  half rack Kepco JQE 6-22M DC power supply was 

purchased to power the servos. The servos operate effectively between 4.8 and 6 

V, the power supply is capable o f giving 0-6V at up to 22 Amp. This should be 

sufficient to power all the actuators at high loads.

Figure 3.6. Experimental Layout o f Actuator Components

a) Overview o f experimental layout showing actuation components
b) Photograph o f a manufactured rack and pinion actuator
c) Solid model o f the designed rack and pinion actuator at the end o f a suction stroke

Hydraulic actuator 
Distribution Manifold

b)

Actuation
Module

Extra Tube 
Reservoir

Dye
Reservoir

Servo Motor

Alignment
Rails Syringe Rack 

Coupler
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Test section wall
Step Tubes

13s
7s, r

12s
14r step

8s,r 9s,r

Syringe 
actuator, 
Va, A a

manifold"
13r

Reservoir Tubes
1 1 _

12r reservoir

Figure 3.7. Components o f the Tubing Networks

Component:
m  - f f c f

Diameter
Symbol

Diameter
(cm)

Length
Svmbol

Length
(cm)

Tubing Network 
Description

Bot 1 Step and 1leservoir Step tubes
1.96 ^ :3M ^ Syringe ID

/ '  "2 ' - D2 0.476 ' ^ m S 0.635 Luer lock ID
3 D 3 0.952 243.84 3/8” tubing ID

d 4 0.610 r n m m i Barbed fitting ID
5 D's 0.965 Threaded lilting ID

6 s, r d 6 0.635 Lfi m m m , Threaded fitting ID
7s,r d 7 0.190 m m m Barbed lilting ID
8 s.r d 8 0.317 u 121.92 l ®  tubing ID

Es®.i:;65!i;& L 9 0.508 Reducing fitting ID
Step S jecific tube

I Os. Dio 0.238 Lio.s 30.48 3/32” tubing ID
.. ' Dn.s 0.213 L11.S 2.54 Stainless steel tube

D ]2,s 0.178 Ll2,s 3.81 Actuation Slot
Reservoir Specific ube

lOr " 0.238 iixsBioy- 32.01 3/32” tubing ID
..1, ....m .... :.7 S*:tl5 2 4 ;l:: 3.302 Barbed fitting ID

12r S l ® 12.r.# 0.4318 Ll2.r Threaded fitting ID
13r 1/ 1, 30.48 7;r:Dl3ir’::;::*|274.3:2i Reservoir

Table 3.2. Symbols for components in the Tubing Networks
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A ctu a tio n
Slot

S te p
mounting
holes
(hidden)

3/32in 
holes at 
45°

3/32” OD 
stainless steel

3/32” ID 
flex ib le  tu b e

a)

c)

Actuator slot 
Sealing Plate 

Dye Slit

Figure 3.8. Views o f  Actuator Slot module

a) Exploded Slot Module
b) Segment o f Actuator Slot
c) Slot Module Installed

3.4.2. Results from Prototype Actuator

A prototype actuator was built to experimentally test its performance. The 

servo motor was tested on its ability to track sinusoidal waveforms o f  the form

Here, 0 is the angular position o f the pinion gear, 6peak and co are the amplitude 

and frequency o f  angular oscillation. Differentiating [3-6] we get the velocity

The peak angular velocity is Av = a>0peak. Servo communication and data

sampling were done as described in the previous section. Angular position data 

was sampled from the potentiometer by a data acquisition system. A low pass 

filter was used to remove the 50Hz pulse width servo communication signal, 

which highly contaminated the position signal. This signal was then input into the 

harmonic analysis virtual instrument in Labview® to determine the fundamental

0 = 0peBksm(at) [3.6]

0  = Ay cos {cot) [3.7]
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oscillation frequency and total harmonic distortion. The peak amplitude 9peak was

determined by directly averaging the waveforms.

In Figure 3.9 we can see how the actuator performed in terms o f the 

following criteria:

f *  —  f  ■ A *  —J — . - A  ,
J  d esired  vd esired

In Figure 3.9a, we plot the normalized actuation frequency ( /* )  versus the 

desired frequency. It is seen that the actuator gives the desired actuation 

frequency within 10% at all frequencies. Below 3.5Hz the actuator gives actuation 

at the desired frequency with minimal error. Hence frequency limitations do not 

seem to be a large.

In Figure 3.9b we have given a plot o f  the normalized actuation peak 

velocity ( A j )  versus the desired frequency. For frequencies less than 2.5Hz the

mean actuation peak compares well with the desired value with minimal error. 

The max and min peaks o f  the measured actuation are within 8% o f the desired 

value. For the rest o f  the spectrum, the average actuation peak value decreases 

steadily to have an error o f  20% at 6  Hz. Also, at 6 Hz, the fluctuation o f  the 

maximum and minimum peak values increase to have 16% error relative to the 

measured mean value.

In Figure 3.9c we plot the THD versus the desired actuation frequency for 

Av=250deg/s. At 0.5 Hz the THD is a low 5%, raising in an almost linear fashion 

to 25% at 4.5 Hz. Between 4.5 and 6 Hz the distortion is much higher at values 

between 35 and 40%. Hence, total harmonic distortion limits our actuation to 

around 3Hz if  we want to limit distortion effects. However, harmonic distortions 

have been shown to be beneficial (Kim et al, 2007) and the large distortions at the 

higher frequencies could actually be beneficial.

From this testing we can adequately say that an upper bound for good 

actuation would be no more than 3Hz. We found that excellent actuation 

performance occurs below 1.5Hz. We expect that multiple frequency forcing will 

be o f  good frequency content in this range. Unfortunately, the data on multiple
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frequencies forcing by Kim et al (2007) was not available prior to prototype 

testing.

£_ 0.6

Desired Frequency (Hz)

a) Normalized Frequency tracking

1.2 

1 i 
0.8

\  06  
0.4

0.2

0

I
I
l
l

a 2 a  mt  “ □  □ ----------------------- □ ----------------------

! A  A  ♦  A  ♦  ♦

I I A  I A  A

I I I I

I I I I 
1 1 I I

1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1

♦  average 
□  Max 
A Min

2 3 4 5
Desired Frequency (Hz)

b) Normalized Peak Actuation Velocities

Desired Frequency (Hz)

c) Total Harmonic Distortion

Figure 3.9. Prototype Actuator Performance
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3.4.3. Actuation Frequency and Reynolds Number

The use o f water as the working fluid is not arbitrary. Using water we can 

get a much lower tunnel velocity for a given Reynolds Number, based on step 

height. This term is defined as:

U h
Re, =

o
[3-8]

Setting the ratio o f  Reynolds numbers to be unity we get a relationship for water 

velocity in terms o f  air velocity at a temperature o f 20°C.

^ - e A ,w ater  _  6 / w a te r ^  ^ a i r

Re h ,a ir

U , =water

^ w a te r  ^ a i r  ̂

=  1

-U .a ir

1
[3-9]

-U .airoair ”  14.8

Relationships for the optimum frequencies can be determined from the Strouhal 

numbers based on step height (h) and momentum thickness ( 0 ) as given by:

k -  k [3- 101

The Strouhal numbers, Sth and Ste, have optimum values o f 0.2 and 0.012 for step 

mode and shear layer mode respectively. It can be seen from [3-10] that lower 

tunnel velocities and higher step heights result in lower optimal forcing 

frequencies. Maximum obtainable Reynolds numbers, based on the absolute 

maximum (< 6.25 Hz) and the low total harmonic distortion actuation range (< 3 

Hz) are tabulated in Table 3.3. Hence the step mode instability can be forced up to 

a Reh o f  46,100 and the shear layer instability can be forced up to Reh o f 16,750.

Reh Range (max U* cm/s)
Based on ft Based on ft
0-33,000 (0.6) 0-92,200(1.7)
0-16,750 (0.3) 0-46,100 (0.83)

Table 3.3. Reynolds numbers and frequency ranges o f  actuation
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3.4.4. Actuation Amplitudes

For multiple frequency oscillations, which have their own different 

prescribed amplitudes and phase relationships, there will be various modulations 

to the amplitude. In term o f the single frequency actuation case, which will make 

up a large portion o f the experimental results, the temporal part o f the forcing is:

The peak angular velocity is Av -  o)8imx. Using the tangential velocity relation 

VA peak = rAv o f the rack and pinion system, the temporal portion o f the forcing can 

be written as:

The servo, using a spur gear with a radius (r) o f 1.27 cm (0.5 in), is limited to a 

peak angular velocity Av = 1.39;r rad/s (250 deg/s). This was determined in the

testing o f the prototype as a conservative upper bound to prevent overworking 

when forcing the fluid system. This corresponds to a velocity in the syringe o f  

5.54 cm/s and an ideal slot exit velocity o f  Vl2s =83.5cm/s out o f  each o f  the 8

tubes.

We use the RMS value o f  our span-wise variations to compare with the 

existing uniform actuation amplitudes. If we assume a sinusoidal span-wise 

distribution o f  velocity, then the RMS value o f actuation is:

To keep step mode actuation frequencies below 3 Hz, tunnel speeds will range 

between 13 cm/s and 83 cm/s for Reynold’s numbers (Reh) o f  between 7000 and 

46,100. These velocities correspond to Vl2sRMSIUm range o f 453% to 71%,

where typical values from studies are 2% to 30%. We can reproduce these values 

simply by changing the Av value, by modifying the experimental parameters r,

V A ( t )  =  V A , p e a k C O < 2 ^ f i ) [3-11]

VA(t) = rAv cos(2k ft) [3-12]

K12,s ,R M S ~ Vl2tS /  V2 = 59cm/s.
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3.4.5. Span-wise Wavelengths of Actuation

Since the span-wise variation has the greatest potential to contribute to the 

literature, it is the most important aspect o f  the design. There is no particular 

reason why the periodic span-wise distribution o f actuation must be sinusoidal. It 

can be any arbitrary distribution, as long as it can be adequately resolved using 8 

or 16 different actuation velocities and has the designed wavelengths. As we saw 

earlier in Figure 3.3, the continuous span-wise distribution o f  velocity is 

approximated by a discrete distribution. The shortest wavelength case is LZ)0 o f  

0.5h, which has a maximum resolution (Rwave) o f 8 velocity types per wavelength. 

A plot o f the actuation profile versus the z/La is given in Figure 3.10a. La is the 

full span-wise width o f  the actuation slot module. From the figure we see 16 

identical wavelengths resolved by 8 different velocity types per wavelength. 

Figure 3.10b shows only one wavelength o f  this actuation where the span-wise 

co-ordinate z is normalized by the width o f  a discrete actuation slot (Wa). This 

width includes both the open slot width and the width o f the wall and is 

approximately 3.5mm. It is clearly seen in the figure that each discrete velocity in 

the Lz o f 0.5h wavelength is created by only 1 actuator slot. This actuation 

wavelength is the fundamental wavelength o f  all the possible wavelengths with a 

resolution o f 8 velocity types. To use the frequency analogy, Lz o f lh, 1.5h, 2h ... 

are “harmonic” wavelengths or integer multiples n o f  2, 3, 4 o f the fundamental 

wavelength LZ;0. The term n, denoted the wave number, also describes the number 

o f  adjacent actuation slots that must have the same velocity. Plots o f  various span- 

wise wavelengths versus z/Wa are given in Figure 3.11.

Since the continuous velocity signal is approximated by discrete velocities 

o f  varying width, we try to improve the accuracy by calculating the discrete 

velocity based on the midpoint equation. Each velocity level i, is calculated as:

r 2 n  z; + z{
[3-13]

V z L J  /

Where z = Wa x [0 n 2n 3n An 5n 6n In 8«]
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Therefore, the resolution o f  a given wavelength is 8 but the physical widths o f the 

regions o f equal velocity depend on the wave number (n) o f the wavelength being 

used.

>• 0.5

>  -0.5 -

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

z/La

Continuous — B— Discrete Midpoint

a) All 16 wavelengths o f  actuation normalized by the width o f  the actuator 
module La

z/wa

Continuous — B— Discrete Midpoint

b) One wavelength with the span-wise co-ordinate normalized by actuator slot 
width Wa
Figure 3.10. Lz=0.5h, the fundamental wavelength
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c) Lz=6h showing n=12 adjacent tubes o f  equal velocity 
Figure 3.11. Harmonic Wavelengths
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In addition to the span-wise distribution the time varying phase o f the 

distribution was found to be very necessary in optimal open-loop forcing o f the 

backward-facing step (Kang and Choi, 2002). As with the wavelength, this time 

varying phase is also discretized by the slot width Wa. The time varying phase 

term is calculated as:

P̂( f ) - c zp{t)Wa [3-14]

Czp(t) is the number o f slots which are offset by the phase zp(t). The resolution of  

the phase ( R_ ) in terms o f  degrees, is calculated as

R =360
W.

[3-15]

In Figure 3.12 we have plotted the span-wise resolution versus the 

wavelength. The phase resolutions are much larger for the shorter wavelengths as 

a direct consequence o f  the relative size o f Wa to Lz. Therefore, modifications o f  

time varying phase will probably be more effective for wavelengths greater than 

2 h.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ f ______ j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
♦
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4

Lz/h

Figure 3.12. Resolution o f  Span-wise Phase
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Earlier we made a reference to an extra tube reservoir that was required 

for certain wavelengths. Consider any wavelength Lz divided into the entire span- 

wise actuation width which has a design value o f La= 8h. If La/Lz is an integer (b) 

then no reservoir is required, but if  b is not an integer, then a reservoir is required. 

We tabulate the values o f  b as they depend on the span-wise wavelength 

coefficient (a;Lz =ah)  in Table 3.4. The reason for this can be found with 

reference to Figure 3.13. In figure a, we plot Lz o f 4h with La/Lz=2. From this 

figure we can see that the groupings o f  discrete actuation slots, or velocity 

regions, have been numbered from 1 to 8 . We see that each region requires the 

full 8 slots, and there are 2 regions o f  each type. This requires exactly 16 tubes o f  

each velocity to create the actuation profile. Since the manifolds split the 

actuation from 1 syringe into 8 tubes, the 16 required tubes is an integer multiple 

o f this. The required tubes for the actuation and the available tubes from the servo 

motors for all instances where b is an integer are tabulated in Table 3.5a.

With reference to Figure 3.13b we have a case where Lz=4.5h. The value 

of La/Lz=1.78 is not an integer, and a reservoir must be used. For these types o f  

wavelengths, the number o f  tubes required per actuation region is not generally 

equal to an integer multiple o f 8 . Hence, extra tubes will occur. The number o f  

extra tubes for the La/Lz wavelength is calculated and tabulated in Table 3.5b.

To mathematically show the importance o f using the reservoir, consider 

the continuity equation as applied through the manifold.

P-16]
outlet outlet

If we simply block manifold outlets we reduce the number o f connected outlets 

(Noutiet) where other unblocked manifolds will have N outiet= 8 . This will have 

drastic effects on the velocity o f the unblocked outlets. Hence we need to have all 

the extra tubes connected to a reservoir by a tubing system that is fluid- 

dynamically similar to the systems connecting the manifolds to the actuation 

module in the step.
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Up to this point we have been discussing actuations with only 8 different 

velocities per wavelength in span-wise actuation profile. Although it was not a 

designed feature o f the actuation, we can increase the resolution from 8 to 16 

simply by taking the Lz= lh  as the fundamental wavelength for 16-resolution tests. 

In this case the possible wavelengths would be lh,2h,3h,...8h with wave numbers 

ni6=l,2,3...8. We saw how such an increase in resolution is beneficial to the 

Lz=8h case earlier in Figure 3.3 o f Section 3.2.2. From equation [3-15] the 

increase in wavelength resolution would not influence the resolution o f the time 

varying span-wise phase.

Since the actuator was designed with a wavelength resolution o f 8 using 

only 2 2  different servo motors and rack and pinion, some resolution 16 

wavelengths will not be possible without a small upgrade. Doing a similar 

analysis as was done for the extra tube reservoir calculations, Table 3.6 shows 

that only wavelengths 3h, 5h and 7h are not possible without upgrading the 

actuator to have 4 more rack and pinion actuators. Such an expense would not be 

very substantial and it may be desirable depending on the results o f the 

wavelength resolution 8 actuator trials.
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Continuous — B— Discrete Midpoint

a) Lz= lh  Lz/La=2, integer divisor reservoir not required

n c  '  i % \ J

-0.5
- - 4 -;-

Continuous — B— Discrete Midpoint

b) Lz=4.5 La/Lz=1.78, non-integer divisor reservoir is required

Figure 3.13. Comparison o f integer and non-integer divisor span-wise 
wavelengths

a*, 7?>". b2 Reservoir
0.5 ^ 16 No
1 ,V 8 No
1.5 ; • 5.33 Yes
2  * - 4 No
2.5 ^ 3.2 Yes

|2.67 Yes
3.5 2.29 Yes
4 2 No

a: b2 Rcscn oir
4.5 1.78 Yes
5̂  ' 1.6 Yes
5.5 1.45 Yes
6 1.33 Yes
6.5 1.23 Yes

1.14 Yes
7.5 ; - 1.07 Yes

1 No

Table 3.4. Tabulated values wavelength terms a and b

1 Lz=ah
2 b=La/ Lz
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\  vlnulv 
Region

Tubes Extra Tubes 
per ServoRequired Available extra # servo

1 16 16 0 2 0
2 16 16 0 2 0
3 16 16 0 2 0
4 16 16 0 2 0
5 16 16 0 2 0

^ g j » i 16 16 0 2 0
7 16 16 0 2 0
8 16 16 0 2 0

Column sum 128 128 0 ' -S-,
a) table o f tubing requirements for all integer divisor wavelengths 
Lz=0.5h,lh,2h,4h,8h.

Velocity Tubes Extra Tubes
Region Required Available extra # servo per Servo

18 24 6 3 2
2 18 24 6 3 2
3 18 24 6 3 2
4 18 24 6 3 2
5 18 24 6 3 2

18 24 6 3 2
s I l M i s 11 16 5 2 2.5

8 9 16 7 2 3.5
Column sum 128 176 i 4 8 | i

b) table o f tubing requirements for the non-integer divisor wavelength Lz=4.5h 

Table 3.5: Tubing Requirements for integer and non-integer divisor wavelengths

\\a\elength # servo wasted tubes <= 22  servos
16 0 Yes

2 h 16 0 Yes
3h 26 80 No
4h 16 0 Yes
5h 25 72 No
f.h 21 40 Yes

19 24 No
8h 16 0 Yes

Experiments possible with 5 o f  8 wavelengths

Table 3.6. Possible Resolution o f 16 experiments with the Resolution 8 design
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3.4.6. Condensed Derivation of Fluid Dynamic Similarity

In this section we use an unsteady Bernoulli equation model that is derived 

fully in Appendix B. This model allows us to quantify fluid-dynamic similarity 

conditions for the design o f  the step and extra tube reservoir branches.

Since the equation is based on the unsteady Bernoulli equation, flow must 

be assumed inviscid or along a stream-line. Water itself is essentially 

incompressible; however the amount o f  trapped air in the actuation networks must 

be minimized to retain incompressibility. All other assumptions in the calculation 

are discussed in great detail in Appendix B.

We write the unsteady Bernoulli equation for the one o f the step tubes 

along a stream-line through the actuator (A) and a point (tn) as described in Figure 

3.14. In doing this we get

At this point the unknowns are the actuation pressure Pa O) and the branch flow  

fractions cs and cr for step and reservoir tubes. These branch flow fractions are 

contained within the integral term. In Appendix B we show how conditions in the 

bulk tunnel flow reduce [3-17] to:

Similarly, the unsteady Bernoulli equation along a stream-line between the 

actuator (A) and the free surface o f the reservoir is

[3-17]

[3-18]

[3-19]
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Also in Appendix B we show that an ideal, experimentally set value o f  

yA=yr is desirable. Note, this co-ordinate is the distance from the free surface as 

seen in Figure 3.14, and is not to be confused with the y step co-ordinate as shown 

in Figure 3.1. Therefore, [3-19] simplifies to:

A 2 dtA

Subtracting [3-20] and [3-19] we eliminate the unknown PA(t) and get: 

i  Fit J Fit

[3-20]

[3-21]
A  ^

These integral terms are expanded in Appendix B and [3-21] simplifies to:

0 =
A ,  T A  . 

y — L f ,  H— —L,,
A - i  A I s A 136 Aj A13

A !£, A
t , — LiCr+ Y — Li

A ]  r A 113 Aj' a j

[3-22]

The continuity equation provides another equation for us to solve for cs and cr. In 

doing so we get:

c =

^  A A
S \ ~ L . - N y ^ L .

A A J r
6 13 A t [3-23]

J>s

J S
A ~J’r13 A j , r [3-24]

All additional symbols in these equations were tabulated and described in Table 

3.2. To force cs to be very close to the ideal value o f  1/8 we must ensure the 

following fluid-dynamic similarity conditions occur.

A

. M
J , r ‘0

12 A A

s — i
6 j,r 6 ' AJ ,

[3-25]

[3-26]
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To satisfy the condition in [3-25] we simply select the area o f the reservoir 

Aj to be very large relative compared with the area o f the syringe piston A a . To 

satisfy the condition in [3-26] we can cut the 3/32 inch reservoir tubes a slightly 

different length than the step tubes. An equation for the required length o f  

reservoir 3/32 inch tubing can be derived from the condition as:

( ^  . n  _ . "\
_  " 10 /

1 0 .

T _  ^ 1 0 ’r  -i-'IA .. — ~
134 A 134 A
y 4 i r -  yL-U A J  A J

j=6,s A j  y=6 ,r;7V 10,r A j

From Table 3.2 we can see that the reservoir 3/32 inch tubing is almost 1.5cm

longer than the step tubing. Using this tubing length the error in the fluid dynamic

similarity is very small:

c.-0 .1251oo = Oi _25007 -  0.12510(| _
0.125 0.125

The error results from the fact that condition o f [3-25] cannot be exactly equal to

0 .

Water level, not necessarily 
reservoir level

reservoir level
Syringe Actuator

Syringe tubing
Manifold

Step Tubes Reservoir Tubes

Reservoir
step

Figure 3.14. Schematic o f the Tubing network for 1 actuator
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3.5. Step Design

The Step portion o f  the apparatus is designed to be modular. As shown in 

Figure 3.15, it is comprised o f  the main step portion, actuator slots and dye 

reservoir. The dye reservoir portion also seals the module, with the exception o f  

the actuation tubing clearance slot in its base. The entire module was anodized 

black to prevent corrosion, harden the thin and extremely sharp leading edge and 

to minimize reflected light from its surface when doing flow visualization. The 

actuator module is removable and can be applied to other flow. Hence, in the 

future we could apply this type o f  actuation to other flow geometries (forward 

facing step, planar jets, wing sections etc.). In this chapter we will discuss the 

design details o f  the step profile in section 3.5.1 and dye reservoir modules 

section 3.5.2.

VA

Step module Actuator Slot 
module Dye Reservoir module

Figure 3.15: Exploded View o f  the Backward-facing Step
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3.5.1. Design of the Step Module

The step module as seen in Figure 3.15 is one solid piece o f anodized 

aluminum. It mounts directly to the test section wall. The design problem here 

was to quantify the step profile so that separation would not occur. The step 

profile includes 3 portions as laid out in Figure 3.16. These include a fillet which 

removes the possibility o f  separation from the leading edge o f the ellipse section 

as a result o f the test section wall. At no point along this profile does the slope o f  

the profile exceed the slope o f the tunnel contraction located just upstream o f  the 

test section. So flow separation is not expected to be an issue. The fillet and 

ellipse sections are followed by a horizontal section which is 2h in length. To 

some extent, this section isolates the influence o f  the fluid acceleration over the 

fillet and ellipse from the separation point.

The fillet is designed using a collocation-polynomial curve fit using 5 

conditions. The five term, 4th order polynomial fillet is given by: 

f ( x ) -  a0x 4 +ajX3 +a 2x2 + a3x + a4 [3-27]

The coefficients a.4 to ao are determined by solving a system o f  linear equations in 

the form:

X 4 x3 x ,2 X, 1 a 0 / ( * , )
4 x ? 3xf 2 x j 1 0 a . / ' ( * 1 )

1 2 x 22 6 x 2 2 0 0 a2 = /" (*  2)

4 * 3 3 x 32 2 x 3 1 0 a3 / ( * 3)
X 4 x33 x32 * 3 1 _aA_ _ / ( * 3)_

Position and derivative boundary conditions were prescribed for the ends 

o f  the fillet Xi and X3 respectively. To smooth the curve, an inflection point was 

prescribed at the midpoint (X2) o f  the fillet. The values used to calculate the 

polynomial spline coefficients are:

[xi X2 x3]=[0 8.77 8.77/2] cm and 

[f(x,) f(x2) f(x3)]=[0 1.41 3.28] cm.

The conditions for solving the polynomial curve fit are:

[f(xi) f  (Xl) f”(x2) f  (x3) f(x3)]=[3.28 0.532/2 0 0.532 0],
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The solution vector to the matrix system is:

[a0 aj a2 a3 a4]T=[0.394 -6.26 36.9 266 0]T 10'3.

The slope o f the ellipse at x3=8.77 cm is 0.532, so the fillet and the ellipse join 

smoothly. The slope at the leading edge was assumed to be half o f  this value.

The ellipse is designed to be a 3:1 ratio between major and minor 

diameter, where the minor diameter is aligned parallel with the bulk flow  

direction. The flow over such an ellipse has been shown not to separate without a 

smoothing fillet (Sigurdson, 2005). The minor diameter o f the ellipse (b) is the 

step height h. The major diameter (a), due to the 3:1 relationship, is 3h. The 

profile is calculated using the equation:

The values o f  x, for the ellipse section, range between x3 o f  the fillet to 

X4=xc=h+a, the start o f  the horizontal section. The X4 term has a value o f  4h (22.16 

cm), where the start o f  the unused section o f ellipse starts at x=h. The center o f  

the ellipse is at (xc, yc) The ellipse then joins smoothly with the horizontal section 

at X4.

The horizontal section is 2h in length, plus the added thickness o f  the 

actuator module width (approx 0.230h). The underside o f  this horizontal section is 

milled out to give clearance for the actuation tubing as seen in Figure 3.15. The 

reservoir module fastens this region to provide an enclosed cavity, which is 

ideally watertight stopping leaks from the bulk flow.

[3-29]
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7.5 Polynomial 
Fillet I

2.5
^^Unused, 
'  E llip se1

x (cm)

Figure 3.16. Step Spline Design Components

3.5.2. Dye Reservoir Module and Modifications for Flow 

Visualization

An exploded view o f the dye reservoir module is seen in Figure 3.18a. The 

large rectangular slot in the base plate gives clearance for the actuation tubes. All 

5 plates o f this module are used to enclose the in step dye reservoir. Dye is 

supplied via 3 dye entrance ports as labeled in Figure 3.18, where the flow o f  dye 

is controlled by a gate valve as shown in Figure 3.2a. Dye is allowed to slowly 

leak into the flow through a very small gap between the dye plates #1  and #2 . 

This gap, and its nominal dimensions are shown in Figure 3.18b. Since the dye 

leaks out 6 mm below the separation point, the dye will be drawn up into the 

recirculation bubble to directly track the vorticity.

Clearance for our hydrogen bubble wire was drilled through both the step 

module and the reservoir base plate 1.3 step heights (h) upstream o f  separation. In 

addition to pitot tube traverses, we can quantify the momentum thickness o f  the 

boundary layer using the bubbles and image correlation velocimetry (ICV) as 

developed by Apps, (2001) and Apps, Chen and Sigurdson, (2003). Therefore, we 

can accurately calculate Ste.
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Upper Dye 
ReservoirQ
Connective
Tubing

Gate
Valve

In step Dye 
Reservoir module

Figure 3 .17 . Layout o f  Dye Reservoir Components

a) Exploded View

base plate 
dye plate #1 
dye plate # 2  
Side Plates 
Dye Slit 
Tube Exit 
Dye ports 
H2 wire 
hole 
1.7 cm 
1 mm 
0.4 mm 
67.5°

b) Close-up o f  Dye Slit

Figure 3.18. Views o f the In Step Dye Reservoir Module
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Conclusions

The major motivators o f our research were the success o f  using span-wise 

variations in the numerical experiments o f Kang and Choi (2002) and the 

experimental use o f a similar linkage-based actuator to force a planar jet by 

Sakakibara and Anzai (2001).

We have designed a backward-facing step control device that can 

immediately contribute to the existing literature regarding active control o f a 

reattaching shear layer behind a backward-facing step. After considering many 

different actuator technologies and designs we selected a blowing and suction 

type actuator using 22 servo motors. Each motor is connected to rack and pinion 

force transmission systems. The rack is connected to the plunger o f  a syringe 

which pumps fluid in an out o f the syringe at the prescribed tangential velocity o f  

the pinion gear; therefore, the inherent non-linearity o f linkages is removed and 

only the non-linearities o f  the servo motor feedback response exist. At higher 

actuation frequencies, compensation for these non-linearities would be more 

difficult for our servo motors. Each o f the 22 syringes is connected to a 

distribution manifold which supplies fluid to the actuation slots.

The actuator is quite easy to use as its motion is prescribed by pulse width 

signals that can be controlled by Labview® or other related software. Since the 

actuator is connected to the flow geometry by an easily modifiable tubing 

network, actuator updates are easy to fabricate and the actuators can force a wide 

variety o f  other flow geometries.

The major design feature o f  this actuator is span-wise variation o f  the 

actuation magnitude. These variations can be any periodic waveform, provided 

the waveform can be adequately resolved by the 8 or 16 different magnitudes o f  

actuation. Each o f these magnitudes is created by a different servo motor actuator. 

Optimal wavelengths for forcing have dimensionless values that are scaled by the 

step height. This was found by Kang and Choi (2002) in their numerical 

simulations as they obtained an optimal span-wise wavelength (Lz) o f  4 step 

heights (h). Our actuator will be the first to reproduce their result experimentally,
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as we will be able to test Lz/h o f  0.5, 1, 1.5, 7.5 and 8 when each wavelength is 

resolved with 8 actuation magnitudes. For wavelengths resolved by 16 actuation 

magnitudes we will be able to test Lz/h o f 1, 2, 4, 6 , 8 . Wavelengths o f 3h, 5h and 

7h can be tested with a small system upgrade. Kang and Choi (2002) found the 

time varying phase relationship was found to be beneficial in the forcing. With 

our discretized method o f realizing their span-wise distributions we can get 

resolutions o f this phase that correspond to 10% o f the wavelength at Lz/h=2. 

Therefore, we expect that our realizations o f  this feature will be good for 

wavelengths o f Lz/h o f 2 to 8 . Up to this point, no researchers have implemented 

such span-wise variations experimentally on a backward-facing step.

The actuator has a maximum Reh value o f 16,750 for forcing at the shear 

layer mode o f instability and a maximum Reh o f  46,100 for forcing at the step 

mode o f instability. These Reynolds numbers correspond to an actuation 

frequency o f  3 Hz. Although it was not tested, the actuator is anticipated to also 

yield publishable results using span-wise variations and newly found advantages 

o f  multiple frequency forcing (Kim et al, 2007) for Reh less than about 9,000. 

This number corresponds to a forcing frequency o f  1.5 Hz where exceptionally 

good single frequency forcing was found using the prototype. The minimum Reh 

o f our experiments is approximately 2 ,0 0 0  as this is where reattachment lengths 

become independent o f Reh for our expansion ratio (Adams and Johnston 1998b).

In addition to designing the actuator module in Sections 3.3 and Sections 

3.4, we also designed the backward-facing step module in Section 3.5. Here we 

carefully designed the step profile so that it would join with the test section wall. 

The step profile was carefully designed such that it avoided the occurrence o f  

premature flow separation along its surface. We also designed 2 imbedded 

visualization systems into the step. The most simple o f these systems is the 

hydrogen bubble wire which will be used to determine the highly important 

inflow boundary layer quantities. The second is a dye reservoir that leaks dye out 

just below the line o f  separation where it will track the evolution o f  vorticity in 

the flow field. Because o f  this, we should be able to visualize the span-wise
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variations in vortex merging process and growth o f the shear layer as it moves 

toward reattachment.

If experiments suggest that upgrade costs for real-time control o f  the 

wavelength are justified, then the fabrication o f such an upgrade would be quite 

easy and feedback control schemes could be applied to all features o f  this 

actuator. The lessons learned from the various flow control projects on the 

backward-facing step can then be applied to various other flow geometries since 

the actuator is portable. This opens up unimaginable possibilities o f research 

projects for the future.
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Chapter 4. Conclusions

In the previous sections we discuss two problems in unsteady flow control. 

In the research into these problems we determined the actuation parameters that 

provide the best currently known methods for promoting a desired evolution o f  

vorticity. We can draw certain overlapping conclusions. For both cases, span-wise 

variations in actuation or vibration cause a desired control objective. It can also be 

concluded that the mode shape o f the vortex induced vibration or actuation 

distribution is the most important factor in the performance o f  the span-wise 

features in our control studies. The span-wise variations can be controlled 

indirectly through wire tension and tunnel velocity in the case o f  the wire 

vibration, and directly in the form o f prescribed velocity distributions in the 

backward-facing step. Therefore, the methods for creating the actuation for these 

two flows are as unique as their control objectives. The same is true regarding the 

conclusions made from these research studies.

For the flexible cylinder undergoing vortex induced vibration, we were 

able to correlate the formation o f a new large scale vortex ‘void’ structure with a 

span-wise vibration event. The span-wise location o f  these structures was found to 

closely correlate with an anti-node in transverse vibration and a node in stream- 

wise vibration. By selecting appropriate tunnel velocities and cylinder tensions, 

we could control the span-wise locations at which these nodes and anti-nodes 

would form. Appropriate tunnel velocities and cylinder tensions can be calculated 

with the aid o f  a flexible cylinder vibration model that we developed. Hence, the 

creation o f such span-wise vibration events is an open-loop flow control problem. 

The values o f the vortex shedding frequency and the cylinders natural frequency 

must be delicately controlled to produce such events.

The structure and the vibration event which causes it are found to be 

unique. There are a few reasons for this. Firstly, other researchers have not 

previously published results o f flexible cylinder vibrations that are near the 

required conditions for our ‘void’ structure. Secondly, the structure includes a
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pinch-off process involving opposite signed vorticity from other sides o f  the 

cylinder wake. To our knowledge, our visualizations are the first presented o f  

interaction o f opposite signed vorticity in cylinder flows. This vortex pinch-off 

process separates our structure from the similar structures o f  Williamson (1992) 

as his structures were interaction o f same signed vorticity.

Contrary to what is normally done in industrial application o f  vortex 

induced vibration, lock-in o f the cylinder wake to the 1st mode o f  the transverse 

cylinders vibration was desired. This resulted in a highly predictable and 

reproducible flow configuration where a void structure is always caused at mid 

cylinder span. By exploiting the well known mode shape theory for a flexible 

cylinder, existence and span-wise location o f the ‘void’ structure can be correlated 

to a node in stream-wise vibration and an anti-node in transverse vibration. The 

result is also calculated by our vibration model.

The hydrogen bubble technique, which has seldom been used in cylinder 

research, worked well to visualize the wake structures behind the self oscillating 

wire. We found that the bubbles became trapped in the low pressure cores o f  the 

von Karman vortex street, providing excellent visualizations o f the vortex 

structure. Bubbles being shed from the vibrating cylinder provide no measurable 

disturbance upon the shedding and vibration processes. To prove this we 

determined that the critical Reynolds number, based on diameter, for the onset o f  

shedding was a very typical value o f  47. Common vortex induced vibration 

results, such as lock-in or synchronization, were not affected by the bubble flow  

visualization. We also reproduced the large scale vortex “blob” structures o f  Van 

Atta et al (1988), showing that their large scale vortex structures are not 

influenced by the bubbles. Buoyancy related effects o f bubbles were also shown 

to be inconsequential as long as the bubbles are trapped in the vortex street. From 

these experiments we concluded that bubbles have a little to no influence on the 

flow and we highly recommend their use in cylinder flows.

For backward-facing step flow control, our control objective was to 

promote more mixing and rapid growth o f the reattaching shear layer. The 

problem has seen considerable attention in the literature. The actuator was
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modeled closely after the span-wise variation actuator o f Sakakibara and Anzai 

(2001) which was used experimentally on a planar jet.

This actuator will be the first experimental investigation o f adding span- 

wise variations to a backward-facing step flow, to complement the simulations o f  

Kang and Choi (2002). With the actuator being capable o f all testing all o f  the 

desired actuation features under open-loop conditions, it will make a significant 

contribution to the literature with the current design. In the future elaborate 

feedback control schemes can be applied which use real-time modification all the 

actuation features. In the current design, actuation wavelength is the only feature 

not real-time controlled. However, i f  the costs o f  the upgrade are deemed 

acceptable, the actuator could be easily fabricated to include real-time control o f  

this term as well.

The most unique feature o f  the actuation is the span-wise actuation 

distribution. This can be any periodic waveform, and it is discretely approximated 

using 8 or 16 different velocities. A wide variety o f  span-wise wavelengths, and 

time varying span-wise phase relationships will be applied as was done by Kang 

and Choi. Experimental use o f  this type o f actuation on a backward-facing step 

flow would be the first and would test the conclusions from the numerical 

experiments o f  Kang and Choi. Combined with the benefits o f multiple frequency 

forcing (Kim et al, 2007), we would have an actuator that can provide truly 

unique experiments. The lessons learned from the various flow control projects on 

the backward-facing step can then be applied to various other flow geometries 

since the actuator is portable. This opens up unimaginable possibilities o f research 

projects for the future.

In summary, we completed experimental research into two studies 

regarding unsteady flow control. In both these studies, we found that span-wise 

variations in vibration or actuation are desirable. For a vibrating cylinder it 

resulted in the discovery o f a completely new large scale vortex structure in the 

wake. For the control o f a backward-facing step, it presents a research opportunity 

that we will be the first to implement experimentally.
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Appendix A. VIV Model for a Flexible Cylinder

This document outlines the creation o f  a model for the vortex induced 

vibration (VIV) o f  a taut string in a uniform steady cross-flow. In Section A .l, we 

use Newton’s second law to derive the model. After we have discussed the 

structural components o f the model, we talk about the more complex fluctuating 

lift and drag forces created by vortex shedding. In Section A.2 we show the 

solution process for the wave equation problems. A  similar derivation and the 

solution procedures can be found in vibration textbooks (Inman 2001), with the 

exception o f  the fluid mechanics behind vortex shedding forces. The derivation 

for these forces comes from various sources.
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Appendix A1. Derivation of the Wave Equation 

Models for Vibration

Fluctuating lift (Fy) and drag (Fz) forces created by vortex shedding result 

in vortex induced vibration o f  a flexible cylinder in both the transverse direction 

(wy) and the stream-wise direction (wy). A schematic o f this vibration is shown in 

Figure A l . l .

Uoc

f ,
Transverse'
vibration
wy(x,t)

Stream-wise 
vibration wz(x,t)

Figure A L L  General Schematic o f Vibration

A1.1. Forces Acting on the Cylinder

To Derive the Wave equation model, not solution at this point, for this 2-D 

forcing we use a similar derivation to that given by Inman (2001). This derivation 

starts by taking an Infinitesimal Element o f the Wire as in Figure A1.2. We 

consider differential forces o f  tension (T; Figure A1.2a), damping forces (fd a m P ; 

Figure A1.2b) and fluctuating lift and drag forces (fi,ft; fdrag; Figure A1.2c). These 

forces are decomposed into their respective components in the x, y, and z co

ordinate system. This is seen in their respective illustrations in Figure A1.2.
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M wz(x,t)

Ax

U „ Uniform  
flow  in z- 
direction

a) initesimal wire element Ax with internal Tension

flift(x,t)Mfy(x,t)|l

t(x ,t)  W ( x>t)

c) fluctuating lift 
and drag forces

Figure A1.2: Infitesimal element o f wire and applied forces

From Figure A l .2 we can write force summations using Newton’s Second Law 

along the 3 co-ordinate directions to get:

x-component; -  TXx + Tlx -  f d x (x, t)Ax + f x (x, t)Ax = pAAx  ̂ ŵ ,t  ̂ [A -1 a]

d2w (x,t)
y-component; -  Tly + Tly -  f d y (x, t)Ax + f y (x, t)Ax = pA/Ax ^ -----  [A-1 b]

z-component; -T u +T2z -  f d<z (x, t) + f z (x, t)Ax = pAtxx 8 ^ r ~  [A -lc]

where:
Variables defined as components in fixed x,y,z co-ordinate system 
Tix, Tiy, Tiz, T2x, T2y, T2z, internal tension and components
fy(x,t), fz(x,t) components o f  fluctuating fiifi(x,t), fdrag(x,t)
fd>y(x,t), fd,z(x,t) fluid damping components fdamPjy(x,t),
fdam p,z (x,t)
w(x,t) position o f  e.g. o f  infinitesimal element Ax

Variables defined as components in the mobile xc.g.,yc.g.,zc.g. system
Ti ,T2 internal tensions
fiift(x,t), fdrag(x,t) lift and drag caused by vortex shedding
fd a m p ,y ( x ,t ) ,  f damp,z( x , t )  damping forces caused by cylinder motion
in fluid
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A1.2. Determining Force Components in the Fixed Co

ordinate system (x,y,z)

There are 4 forces acting upon the infinitesimal wire o f  Figure A1.2. 

These are internal tension; fluid damping and fluctuating lift and drag forces. 

Tension, lift and drag force define an orthonormal set o f  vectors as seen in Figure 

A1.2. Fluid damping force is created by drag on the wire as it moves relative to 

the surrounding fluid. For simplicity these vectors are given in the same co

ordinates as the tension, lift drag set. These vectors are related to the global x,y,z 

co-ordinate set through trigonometry.

A1.2.1. Internal Tension Forces

Consider the Tension Vector T2 in co-ordinate system (X2, y2, Z2) as per 

Figure A1.3a.

Ay2

►
X2

Figure A1.3: Coupled Tension Components o f T2

From Figure A1.4 we can write the T2 components for equations la-c:

[A-2a]

[A-2c]

[A-2b]
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Knowing that Ti is an equal and opposite vector on the infinitesimal element, we 

can write the Ti component in the xi yi z\ as

Tu = ~T, cos 0ixz cos 0t A [A-3a]

T\y = - T\ s in ^ z  [A-3b]

Tlz =-TlCos0tX2sm0txl [A-3c]

We can write an equation for cos 0t x2 using only the angles tan 6t xl and tan 0t x2

these angles are special as they are defined only in the x-z and x-y planes. Using 

Figure A1.3 these angles can be written as follows:

tan#(zl = [A-4a]

t a n ^ 2 = | i  [A-4b]
2 x

The coupled relation is then:

J T ^ + T 2 J\ + tan20 ,
c o s ^ z = ■ \  21 -*■ = ■   ^  [A-5a]

^T2x + T2y + T2z2 Vl + tan2 0tyX2 + tan2 6txl

, [A-5b]
^  + T l + T2; V 1 + tan + lan "w

Since the tension vector is aligned primarily in the x direction due to the small 

angles o f  vibration, it is reasonable to assume that:

T2x »  T2y and T2x »  T2y 

Therefore,

sin0tJa = -y  2 Tl\ —  2" = tan0 2 [A-6a]
Vt2x + K + t2:2 t2x

J t 2 + t 2 t
cos 6Uxz = --r J - 2 L ^ =  = -2?L = 1 [A-6b]

J t2x2+ t  + t2z2 t2x
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Furthermore, vibrations amplitudes in this experiment are o f very small 

amplitude and are not visible to the naked eye, therefore a small angle assumption

can be made for 9txl and 9t x2.

sin 0,̂ 1 = tan 9txl dwz(x,t)
etc 

dwz(x,t)

; sin 9txz = tan dt x2
dw(x,t)

sin 9t 2  = tan 9 x2 =
ox

; s i n ^ s t a n #  - y-

dx 

8w(x,t)
dx

[A-7]

Substituting A-6 and A-7 into A-2a to c we get the decoupled T2 tension vectors:

[A-8a]T2x=T2cos9ttXZ coseuxl=T2

T 2 y  =  T 1 s i n  ^ , x z  =  T 2 tan 9t xl = T 2

dwy(x,t)
dx

x 2

T2z =T2 cos 9, xz sin 9t xl=T2 dwz(x,t)
dx

[A-8b]

[A-8c]

Substituting A-6 and A-7 into A-3a to c we get the decoupled Ti tension vectors:

T U = ~ T l COŜ COŜ xl = ~ T l

dw„ (x, t)
T\y -  ~TX s in 9t xz = -J\ tan 9t x2 = -Tx

dx

T \ z  =  ~ T X cos 9UXZ sin 9 xX = - T x
dwz(x,t)

dx

[A-9a]

[A-9b]

[A-9c]
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A1.2.2. Fluctuating Lift and Drag Forces

Consider the lift force vector Faftin co-ordinate system (xc.gi, yc.g., zc.g.).

< r

Figure A1.4: Components o f Fluctuating Lift

The fluid dynamics behind Flift will be discussed in Section A1.6. At this

point we will say that Fljfl -  f( t ,x ,C , ,Ay,Az, Rcrf j is a function o f time, span-

wise location, lift coefficient and vibration amplitude.

From Figure A l .4, the components o f  the Lift Force are

Fix = F„ficos0i,v s in % [A-10a]

Fiy=Fiiftsiri0/x: [A-10b]

Flz=Fliflcos0lxzcos0lz [A-10c]

1 0 0
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We can write an equation for cos 9lxz using only the angles tan 9lz and 

tan 9l these angles are special as they are defined only in the x-z and x-y planes 

and show coupling. Using Figure A 1.4, these angles can be written as follows:

tan 0l = —  [A -lla ]
'  Fh

tan 0l y -  [A-11b]

The coupled relation is then:

J f 2+ F 2 J 1 + tan26>lz
cos 0lxz = , \  * _ fe = ■ | V ----------- : [A-12a]

K +F? +F>2 /l + — I----+ — ^
u tan 0ly tan 9lz

1

sin 9, xz = — ....... = Vdn6' y [A-12b]

\  tan 0ly tan 9l z

The lift force is primarily aligned in the transverse direction; therefore the other 

components will be quite small. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that:

Fiy »  Fix and Fiy »  F]z

J f 2+ f 2
, “ °  [A- 13ai

F - 2+ fF f >.
2

lz

i . F' \  ” 1 [A-13b]
F - ' +Fi +F*

With conditions o f  A -13 it can be seen that the lift forces decouple into:

F,x = Fm cos 9lxz sin 9t z -  0 [A-14a]

Fiy ~ Fnft sin 9,̂ x2 = Fy [A-14b]

Fk = Fuft cos cos = 0 [A-14c]
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d,xy

drag(x,t)

jc.g.

Figure A 1.5: Components o f  Fluctuating Drag

The fluid dynamics behind Fdrag will be discussed in section A1.6. At this point 

we will say that Fdrag = f ( t , x ,C d,Ay,Az, Rerf) is a function o f time, span-wise

location, and drag coefficient and vibration amplitude.

The components o f  fluctuating Drag Force are:

F *  =  F drag  C 0 S  9 d ,Xy  s i n  ° d ,y  [ A - 1 5 a ]

F d y  = F dra g  cos 9d xy cos Gdy [A-l 5b]

F dz -  F d rag  Sin 9 d , y  [A-15c]

We can write an equation for cos 0d xy using only the angles tan 0d z and tan 0d

these angles are special as they are defined only in the x-z and x-y planes and 

show coupling. These angles can be written as follows:

tan @d,z = ~^r [A-16a]
F<k

tan @d,y -  ~rr [A-16b]
F dy

1 0 2
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The coupled relation is then:

^ T + K  \ t a n  2 0 d ,y  r A i n icos ed xv = . =  •'..... v: ............. ■■ ■■ = [A-17a]
f c W + F j  L  1 .

tan2 0dy tan2 0dz

sin 6d = ■ r -  F .̂=  = XW°d-z [A-17b]

\  tan 6d y tan Bd z

Similarly, fluctuating drag is a dominant force in the stream-wise direction. Due 

to the small angles o f  the wire deflection it is reasonable to assume that Fjz »  Fax 

and Fdz »  F<jyso it is anticipated that:

J f ^+f 2
« SO [A-18a]

4 F* +Fl  + F*

= l [A-18b]

With this it is seen that the fluctuating drag equations A -15 a-c decouple into:

F dx =  F drag  C 0 S  ° d , Xy  s i  tl d d ,y  = 0  [ A - 1 9 a ]

Fdy = Fdrag cos 9d xy cos 6dy = 0  [A-19b]

Fdz = Fdrag sin 0dy =. Fz [A-19c]
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A1.2.3. Damping Forces

The force opposes the relative motion between the fluid and the wire. It 

has both structural and fluid effects. At this point we are simply talking force 

vectors regardless o f  the fluid dynamics involved.

Damping in the y direction follows the same component decomposition as 

would the fluctuating lift force. The major difference is that the coefficients Flift

and Fdampy may have the different sign and quite a different magnitude. The 

components o f the damping forces in the fixed co-ordinate system are:

F d y ,x  = F d a m p ,x  C 0 S  6  1 .x ,  s i n  9 l , z  [A-20a]

F d y ,y  ~ F d a m p ,y  sin 9 l ,x z  [A-20b]

F d y ,z  = F d a m p ,z  ^ S  0,^ COS 0/z [A-20c]

Using the same decoupling arguments for cos 0l xz that were made in equation A- 

13 we get the uncoupled y damping terms:

F d y ,x  = F d a m p ,x  C 0 S  6 l ,x z  ^  9 , , z  = 0 [A-2 1 a]

F d y ,y  = F d a m p ,y  S m  B L x z  =  F damP ,y  [A-21b]

F d y .x  = Fdamp,z cos 0l xz cos 6l z = 0 [A-21 c]

Damping in the z direction follows the same component decomposition as 

would the fluctuating drag force. The major difference is that the coefficients 

F drag  ar)d FdamP ,z maY have the different sign a quite a different magnitude.

F d z ,x  = F d a m p ,z  0 d ,x y  S i l 1  9 d , y  [A-22a]

F d z ,y  = F d a m p ,z  C O S  9 d ,x y  ^  9 d , y  [A-22b]

F d z ,z  ”  F d a m p ,z  9 d ,x y  [A-22c]
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For damping in the z direction Equations A-22 a-c decouple using the 

conditions derived for the fluctuating drag force in equation A -18.

= FJamp,zcos ed,xy sin 0d y = 0 [A-23a]

= F dam Pr- c o s  0 d , Xy  c o s  6 d , y  = 0 [A-23b]

F * *  =  F d a m p a  s i n  ° d , , y  =  F d«m p ,  [A-23c]

A1.3. Final Force Balances o f A ll Forces

Along the axis o f  the wire, Ti and T2 can be related to the initial tension o f  

the wire To by using a Force balance along the span o f  the wire (eq’n la). 

Substituting 19a and 20a into la  we get

d2wx{x,t)- 7] + T2 -  0 + 0 = yafAx-
dt1

We neglect any minor time varying elongation along the wire:

d2wx(x,t)
dt2

And we get:

T ^ T 2 =T

0

[A-24]

[A-2 5]

[A-26]

Hence tension in essentially constant along the wire.

Substituting 19b, 20b, 25b and 26b into equation lb we get a force balance for 

the transverse (y) direction

- Z

dw (x,t)
dx

, T dWy{X’t) 
2 dx F d a m p ,y  { * ,  0 ^  +  F lift = PAAx

dw2{x,t)

x 2
dt2

[A-27]
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Substituting 19c, 20c, 25c and 26c into equation lc  we get a force balance for 

the stream-wise (z) direction

1 dx

[A-28]

0Wz(x,f)
dx

Fdamp,2 (x, t)Ax + Fdrag (x, t)Ax = pAAx
dw \x,t)

dt1
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A1.4. Wave Equation Model with Damping

T

To finalize the problem model we must make use o f the Taylor Series 

Expansion of  

dw(x, t)
dx

The 2 term Taylor Series expansion o f  this term is:

,<9w{x,t)
dx

= Tdw(x,t)

*2
dx

+ Ax—  
dx
d („dw(x,t)T-

\  dx
+ 0 (  Ax2)

[A-29]

[A-30]

Substituting o f  Taylor Series for respective components gives;

Ax—
dx

Ax—  
dx

rr dwy{x,tY

\  dx J

/ \ / \ 5 2Wv(x,/)
- Fdamply (x,t)Ax + Fnft (x,/)Ax -  pAtxX ^ -----

,dw2(x,t)
dx

- F darnp,x (X, t ) & X  + Fdmg (x, t)Ax = pAAx

[A-31a]

d2wz{x,t)
dt2

[A-31b]

We divide by Ax, omit the unnecessary xi subscript while noting that T is 

constant as determined from equation 27 to arrive at the non-homogeneous w< 

equation problem with fluid damping for each component o f wire vibration

pÂ M  + F̂ j xty r^ A ^ F y(x,t,Ar,A,,ReD) 

pAS ^ +F^ AxlhT^ M , F , ( x , t,Ay,A,, ReJ
Accepted Damping models will be shown to follow the form: 

Fd,mP(x,t) = r ^

[A-32a]

[A-32b]

[A-33]
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Defining the Wave Speed as: 

pA

we get equations that resemble the non-homogeneous wave equation, but with an 

added damping force term:

d2w (x,t) y  dw (x,t) 2 d2w (x,t) rA ,
S - + T a - ^ T - c [A-34*]

[ A _ 3 4 b ]

ot pA ot ox

A1.5. Fluid Mechanics Considerations

The first fluid dynamic consideration o f note is the influences o f  added 

mass upon the wave speed. The wave speed is calculated using:

^ (P c+ AP /)A
For the purposes o f our study we will use the typical added mass 

coefficient definition:

Ap j  A — Cu P waler Acvijn.jer

Therefore the effective density for calculating the wave speed is:

P e ffe c tiv e  P c  ^ ' a  P w a te r

When using air as the working fluid, the added mass term is generally negligible. 

However, since the density o f the steel is approximately 8000kg/m3 and the water 

density is nominally 1000kg/m3 the added mass term is important. Sarpkaya 

(1978, 2004) shows how the added mass could be between -0.5 and 1.5 depending 

on the experimental conditions encountered in our experiments. Similar results 

are reproduced by Zhou et al (2000) and Willden and Graham (2001).

The second fluid dynamic consideration is related to fluid and structural damping. 

From equation A-34a and b we see the damping term:
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y dw (x,t) 
pA dt

The damping coefficient is actually the sum o f  structural and fluid damping 

values:

y = ys + yf . Therefore the damping terms can be written as:

7 dw (XA) Ys dw(x,t)  | Yf dw(x,t)  
pA dt pA dt pA dt

The structural term, ideally, is controllable by the researcher. The fluid dynamic 

damping term is accounted for in the forcing terms Fz and Fy.

The third and final fluid dynamic consideration relates to the definition o f  

the unsteady forces imposed by vortex shedding. The coupling between 

Fy(x,t,Ay,Az,Red) and Fz(x,t,Ay,Az,Red) can be quite complex. We will use

force decomposition methods as developed for the mechanically oscillated 

cylinder (Sarpkaya, 1978) and for the 2-D VIV data o f  Zhou et al (2000). The 

method uses Fourier averages o f  many cycles o f  the pressure distribution along 

the cylinder to determine force transfer coefficients F<u and Fmi. These terms are 

the unsteady drag, out o f phase component, and inertial, in phase component o f  

the cylinder forces as compared with the cylinder motion. The decomposition is 

written as:

F y  (0  =  ~Fdl y cos( ( O J )  +  Fml y sin(<ow0 . [A-36a]

It has been shown that the cylinder vibrations is very closely related to the vortex 

shedding frequency for low Red and lower mass ratios less than 10 (Wilden and 

Graham, 2006). They showed that when the cylinder is not locked in covs ~a>s. 

When the cylinder is locked in, they showed that the cylinder and wake respond 

very close to the cylinders in fluid natural frequency, covs «  con.

For in-line vibration we can use the well known frequency doubling effect 

(Jauvtis and Williamson, 2004; Sarpkaya, 2004) to write:

Fz (x, t) = -Fdl z cos(2e>j) + Fmlz sin(2c o j ) . [A-36b]

To be consistent with flexible cylinder results o f Newman and Kariadakis 

(1996, 1997), Huarte et al (2006), and Willden and Graham (2001), we can add
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span-wise distribution o f force which corresponds closely to the mode shape 

eigenfunctions X(x)  which is determined during the solution procedure.

Fy 0 , 0  = X (x )(-Fdl y cos( a j )  + FmIy sin(®wO) [A-37a]

Fz(x,t) = X{x)[-Fdty cos(2&>v/ )  + FmIy sin(2&»u/ ) )  [A-37b]

A1.6. Final Wave Equation Model

Combining Equations A-37 a and b with Equation A-34 a and b we get the wave 

equation model that we will solve in section A2 o f this appendix.

d2wy(x,t)  ̂ysy dwy(x,t) 2 d2wy(x,t)
dt2 pA dt dx2 [A-38a]

X (x)(-Fd,,y cos(Q)J) + Fm!y sinO v/ ) )

d2w7(x,t) [ rs,z dwy(x , 0  d2wz(x,t)
dt2 dt dx1 [A-38b]

A (x) ( - F ^  cos(2ow0  + Fm] z sin(2a)w0 )

1 1 0
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Appendix A2. Solution to the Wave Equation ViV 

Problem

Full details o f  the solution procedure to partial differential equations o f A- 

38a and b can be found in many vibrations textbooks under sections dealing with 

systems with distributed parameter or continuous vibration. The author is referred 

to Inman (2001) for a very similar solution procedure derivation.

The solution procedure first starts by assuming that modal vibration 

solutions to these equations come in the form:

wn(x,t) = X n{x)Tn(t) [A-39]

Such an assumption makes use o f  the orthogonality condition o f the 

eigenfunctions X n (x) to reduce the partial differential equation to two ordinary

differential equations (ode). Tn(t) defines the time response. It must be solved for 

using the non-homogeneous problems o f equations A-38a and b.

I l l
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A2.1. Determining the Mode Shapes o f Vibration Xn(x)

To solve for X n(x) we can solve the model responses o f  the 

homogeneous equation o f A-38a and b:

3 2-> v O ,0  Yy dwy„(x,t) 2d2wyn(x,t)
— c

dt2 pA dt dx2

, Yz dwzA xd) 2 d%wz,SxA)
=  0

[A-40a]

[A-40b]
dt2 pA dt dx2

For the y vibration problem, we substitute wy n (x, t) = X yn (x)Ty n (t) into A-40a to 

get:

Y dTyn(f) 2 d 2X yn(x)
dt2 pA y’n' ' dt dt2

^ ( 0  = o

For the y vibration problem we get:

d % n(t) | r, dTyn{t) 
dt2 pA dt

= c d 2X yn{x)
dt2

Moving functions o f x to the right side and functions o f t to the left side we get:

d%„(t)  | r,  
dt2 pA dt

d 2X yn(x) 
= dt2 = -cr .

Hence the problem is separated into two ode. The modal equation is:

d 2X yn{x) 
dt2

+ C72X y^(x) = 0

with boundary conditions Xy il(0)=0, Xy;„(L)=0. The solution is:

^ y ,„ M  = sin
/  \  nnx

L

[A-41]

[A-42]

From similar analysis we can see that the z-vibration ode is in the form:

d 2X zn{x)
dt2

+ cr2X ( x )  = 0.

1 1 2
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With the boundary conditions XZ;n(0)=0, Xz>n(L)=0. The solution is identical to the 

y vibration mode shapes. Therefore,

X „ ( X)  =  X y,n  0 )  =  ( X )  =  S i n

/  \  ' nnx '

V L  y

A2.2. Solution to the Temporal Equation Tn(t)

In this section we solve the temporal response each mode shape. We first 

start by substituting the mode shape into the assumed solution A-39 to get:

wn(x,t) = sin
 ̂nnx^

Tn(t) [A-43]
\  ■Lj y

Consider the solution to temporal modal response o f  the nth mode o f the 

transverse vibration. The wave equation problem for the nth mode is given by 

equation A-38a as:

d \ , n (X,0 , 7s,y,n d W y,„ (X ’ 0 2 ^ y J ^ O
- +

dt1 pA dt dx2

x n i x ) { ~ F di,y  c° s (eoj) + Fml y sin(fflw0 )

We substitute equation A-43 into A-44 and simplify we get:

[A-44]

sm
'nnx
C~L~

f

C ( ' ) + ~ C ( ' ) - c 2
pA

nn
L

sm
\

nnx\ ( ~ K i , y  cos{(Oj) + FmKy sm(0) j ) )

L )

[A-45]

pA

To make use o f  orthogonality we multiply through by X n (x) = sin 

integrate over the wire span [0,L],

and

nn^ 
~L)

Jsin
/  \  1 nnx '

o V L  j
sm

 ̂nnx''dx ■■

( ~ F di,y c o s ( ® J )  + Fml L f nnx
------------------------------------------- - sm ------

PA t  I  f  .

sm
r nnx''
V L  y

dx
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The orthogonality condition requires:

. ( nnx 
| sin -

I L
sin

nnx dx = — for all n. 
2o v ~  /  V ^  /

Therefore, temporal solution to the wave equation decouples into an ordinary 

differential equation in t:

f \ 2 cnn
v  L

T (t) F 'd h y  cos(o)J) + F^y smX J ) )  [A . 4 6 ]

n’y pA

To make use o f existing solutions to such an ordinary differential equation, we 

change the ode into the standard form.

Ky  (0 + 2C„,y(oX,y (0 + ®nT»j (0 = ( -  fdUy cos (coj)  + f mUy sin(®VJ0) [A-47] 

where:

cnn -F,d l ,y  r    m l ,y
5 J m!,y,,y O rm rn A  ” T ,y n A  ' "  m,'y nAaL L r l / l f J S i  U J ±  / / / I

The steady state solution to this ode with arbitrary periodic input can be given as:

T n ,y  (0 = x d i ,n ,y  cos(®wf -  6dl n J +  X mlny sin(o>„f -  6mlny)

f d l , y

hy

where:

[A-48a]

x ** =

X m l,y

J  + (2^ ® „ ® v J 2

f m \ , y

, 8  = tan 15 f t ,y

 ̂2C CO COr> y  n vs

V J

f  + (2C„,yCOnG)vs )2

Similarly for the z vibration:

Tn* (0 = x di,„,z cos (a>J -  0dlnz) + X mlnz sin (coj  -  0ml n z) 

where:

[A-48b]

X dt,:  =

=

d l ,z

)2 + (2C ^ «  (2®,, ))2

fm l , z

a / ( ® »  “  ( 2 « > v ,  ) 2 )2 +  ( 2 C . z  ( 2 ® v ,  ) ) 2

■» = tan1 2C » CT«(2^ v, )

. - ( 2- v J  .

and
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r  r ~L  -  C n 7 t  f  _  ~ F dl,z f  _  F ml,z
^  n,z ^  a 5 n r  * J d l ,z  j 5 Jm ila m p  A ’ ” L a ) J m l ,z  apA pA

A2.3. Forming the Total Solution

Therefore, the steady state solution o f the nth modes response is: 

wny (x, t) = s in (^ P  cos (coj -  0dÎ y) + X mUny sin(©VJt -  9mlny))

[A-49a]

wnz(x,t) = sin ^ A \ ( x dlnz cos { ® J - 9 dhn,z) + X mlnz sin [ c o j - 9 ml̂ z))

[A-49b]

Using the expansion theorem we calculate the full steady state solution to the 

problems as:

w.

Z
n=]

n=1

I nnx
sin \(Xdi’”’y cos(cô t ~ dA + x ^ .y  sinK * - 0 )

w .

\  L
00

(x,t) = '£j wnz(x,t) =

[A-50a]

n =  1

sin
H 7 T X

L ( * * „  C0S (2®v/ -  Sil1 {2°\J ~ On,! ))

[A-50b]

For this problem, convergence o f the expansion theorem did occur as:

[A-51]
n-> co

Therefore, the expansion theorem can be used in these cases.
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A2.4. General Notes on the Solution

From the 2-D VIV data o f Zhou et al (2000), it is apparent that f dl «  f ml 

in the frequency range under consideration in this paper. Hence, the vibration 

responses plotted will be dominated by the inertia forces and the result will appear 

to the same as simple harmonic model (Blevins, 1990). In addition, the watertight 

fittings impart little structural damping and « 0 in both directions hence

9n «  0 . Hence, the existence o f  mode shape X  n (x) is highly dependent upon the

proximity o f covs2 to that modes natural frequency con2. This is seen in equation

A-48 due to their relationship o f these terms in the denominator o f X ml and X dl.

The solution presented above can be converted to a rigid cylinder by 

summing between n=l to 1 with:

x ,„ u M = 1 ■ $ = - f — , o>. = . f* = ■— , f„  = .2ot&>j \  m m m

However, i f  the cylinder was mounted with uneven stiffness on the top or bottom 

mountings it would be possible to have a second, rotational mode. With such a 

design one could possibly reproduce vibration nodes on a rigid cylinder and 

potentially reproduce the results o f  this study.
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Appendix B. Unsteady Bernoulli Equation and Fluid 

Dynamic Similarity

In this section we develop an unsteady Bernoulli equation model for the 

tubing network which conveys the actuation flows from the actuator to the step. 

This model is used to design a fluid dynamically similar extra tube reservoir 

which will have minimal effect on the velocity o f  tubes connected to the step.
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B. 1. The Unsteady Bernoulli Equation

As with the use o f  the steady Bernoulli equation there are a few 

assumptions. Flow is inviscid, or is along a streamline. The unsteady Bernoulli 

equation between two arbitrary points A  and B along a stream-line is written as:

The static pressure (P), the dynamic (pV2/2) and hydrostatic pressures (pgy) are 

typical terms seen in the steady Bernoulli Equation, but here they are dependent 

on time. The new integral term is the pressure associated with fluid acceleration. 

We will find that this will dominate the pressure associated with actuating the 

tubing network.

If we write the unsteady Bernoulli equation along a stream-line between 

the actuator (A) and a point tn in the bulk flow o f  the test section we get

Due to the relative areas o f  the test section to the plunger area, there is very little 

change in the test section velocity Vm resulting from the actuation Va. Also, time 

fluctuations the level yA is not significantly affected by the rate o f  change o f  

volume in the syringes. From the steady Bernoulli equation applied between the 

inviscid flow points 1 and tn in Figure B.2 we get:

Under actuated conditions ya and yr are slightly time dependent. Such time 

dependencies are due to the rate o f change o f volume in the syringes. These 

volume fluctuations are not significant enough to the free surface levels o f the 

tunnel or reservoir. Hence, the mean values for ya and yr as determined through 

the hydrostatic pressure relation adequately describe their values during actuation:

[B-l]

[B-2]

[B-3]

p g y a, r = pm + p g y ln =
p ( K - K ! )

[B-4]
2
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W + £ ^  = / > & *  [B-5]

Substituting the values for pgyA and Ptn into equation B-2 we get:

p v l  (0  J d v ,
2 \  dt

Similarly, the unsteady Bernoulli equation along a stream-line between the 

actuator (A) and the free surface o f the reservoir is:

n s \ p V 2A{t) ' r d V ,
fa( 0 + — i — +pgyA= p g y r + p \ ^ - ds 2 { dt

Simplifying using equation B-4 we get:

, , w + £ 2 < a - „ j f *  [b -6]

Next we have to decompose the acceleration integral based on the various 

components o f the tubing network.
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Water level, not necessarily 
reservoir level

reservoir level
Syringe Actuator

Syringe tubing
Manifold

Step Tubes Reservoir Tubes

Reservoir
step

Figure B .l. Schematic o f the Tubing network for 1 actuator

Water level

Figure B.2. Schematic o f bulk Flow in the Water Tunnel
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B.2. The Acceleration Term

The accelerat ion terms o f the step network and the reservoir network are:

p f ^ d s  and p  f--^ds.  
i dt i dtA  A

They are line integrals over the entire length o f streamline in the respective cases. 

To solve for this we break the streamline up into components. The step tube 

network is broken up into 13 components, and the reservoir is broken up into 14 

components. Components are broken up into lengths o f equal flow area and are 

always separated by a local change in area and flow velocity. The components are 

shown visually in the tubing network schematic in Figure B.3. This schematic is 

not to scale and the locations o f  components does not indicate actual experimental 

placement. The symbols for this schematic are described in Table B .l. Therefore 

we can split up the acceleration integrals into:

and
I dt y  J dt dt y J dtA  J  j  A  J  j

Where j denotes the component o f interest where the integral is evaluated.

For the flow within a given component we further assume that the velocity 

is a function o f  time only, and not the streamline coordinate s. Therefore the 

integral simplifies to :

rdV , dV
f?—ds*  —  \ds 
J rtt rtf Jdt dt

An assumption that is not necessarily accurate for the very short length 

components. For the longer lengths, which dominate the acceleration term, this 

assumption should be reasonable. This is because the flow within the short length 

component is more greatly influenced by the turbulence at its end connections. 

Larger length components are more greatly isolated from these end conditions and 

less error would be expected in this assumption.
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With this assumption, the acceleration integral can be written as:

tnrdV IM d V . d V i
p  \ ^ r ds = L r ~ t  1 ds = Y H r L> andi ot j at J i at

A  J  j  J

rrdV !& dV.j+} dV,
J 4 - ? - * 1 ' [B-71A  J  j  J

The velocity o f  the syringe is prescribed as V a (T). Such functions are 

typically differentiable giving dVA/dt. Through continuity we can calculate the 

velocity in any component o f the tubing network. For tubes between the syringe 

and the manifold the component velocities and accelerations o f  both the step and 

reservoir networks are:

jr TT d  A dVj dVA Aa
V, = V . —  a n d — -  = — - - -  [B-8]

Aj dt dt Aj

After the manifold a branch flow coefficient must be introduced for the 

step tubes (cs) and for the reservoir tubes (cr) since the designs are not necessarily 

equal. The ideal value o f these branch coefficients is 1/8, where 8 is the number 

o f  outlets on the manifold. The flow-rate in each branch can be related to the 

syringe actuation flow-rate by:

Qbranch ~  Cs , r ^ A ^ A  =  ^ j , s , r ^ j , s , r  P~9]

This branch equation gives the following relationship for the jth components 

velocity in the branch:

'r, , , = ^ T L~
A j,s ,r

Differentiating we get

? L - = C
dt s'r dt Aj s’r dt Aj dt A Aj

Although we will not show the details, keeping the derivative o f the branch flow  

coefficient results in a problem where must solve 1st order ordinary differential 

equation with variable coefficients to determine cs and cr. This problem was 

solved using the power series method and it showed that dc/dt is very small and
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periodic. Hence the fluid acceleration terms for the components after the branch 

can be written as:

dVj
dt s , r  A

d*
aj

[B-10]

Therefore the fluid acceleration summations for the step and reservoir are:

,nr8K . dVA(t)y-^-ds = p - 
J dt

p \ - r ds = pJ ot

dt

dVA(t)

M  /I IM  A I3’8. A
+ f d ± L c  + y A l l .

j~ \  A ,  '  Z T A i  J S  A i  1

dt
A 1 A IV  Ay ^ L . + y ' d ± L c  + f d ± L ,

j i A j  1 d? A j J u A, 1

[B-l 1] 

[B-12]
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Step Tubes

13s
7s,r

^  10s 1 

9s,r

12s11s
14r step

Syringe
actuator,

manifoli
13r

Reservoir Tubes
l l r  I2 r reservoir

Figure B.3. Components o f  the Tubing Networks

Location (j) Diameter Length Cr,Cs description
Both Step and Reservoir Step tubes
1 Da or Di Li 1 Syringe ID
2 d 2 l 2 1 Syringe Luer lock ID
3 d 3 l 3 1 3/8” tubing ID
4 d 4 l 4 1 Barbed fitting ID
5 d 5 l 5 1 Threaded fitting ID
6s, r d 6 l 6 Cr,Cs Threaded fitting ID
7s,r d 7 l 7 Cr,Cs Barbed fitting ID
8s,r d 8 l 8 Cr,Cs 1/8” tubing ID
9s,r d 9 l 9 Cr,Cs 1/8” to 3/32” barbed fitting ID
10s,r D io L io Cr,Cs 3/32” tubing ID
Step Specific tube
11s Dn.s Ln,s Cs 3/32” OD Stainless steel tube
12s Dl2,s Ll2,s Cs Rectangular Actuation Slot
Reservoir Specific tube
l lr Dii.r Lll.r Cr Barbed fitting ID
12r Dl2.r Ll2,r Cr Threaded fitting ID
13r Dl3.r Ll3.r Cr Reservoir

Table B .l. Symbols for components in the Tubing Networks
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B.3. Solution to the Branch Flow Coefficients cs and cr

Now we have 3 unknowns for which to solve, these unknowns are PaO), c s  

and cr. When we subtract the one o f the Bernoulli equations from the other we 

eliminate PA(t) and get:

J at dt
A  A

By expanding the acceleration integral as derived in the previous section we get:

0  = p dVA{t)
dt 

dVA{t)

A 12,5 A 13,J1 A
+y ^ Lc +Y £ ll

^  A 1 ^  A J ^  A 1j= 1 6  A j  13

dt

5 ,r  I  12, r A 14 ,r  A

.2=1 « A j  13 A j

Simplifying we get:

0 =
'A.. J  s AL13,5'

A lM A
f .  —  L f r+ f .  —  L,A J A J

6  13

[B-13]

We can use the branch flow-rate relation o f Equation B-9 to write the full 

continuity relation:

VaAa = NscsVaAa +N rcrVAAA which simplifies to:

1 - N c
1 = N c „ + N c  or c, = ■s  s  r  r [B-14]

Where N s and Nr are the number o f  tubes connected to the step and reservoir 
respectively. Ns + Nr = 8 for our design.

Equation B-13 together with Equation B-14 gives a 2 equation system o f  linear 

equations with 2 unknowns.

Solving this system for cs and cr give:
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B.4. Fluid Dynamic Similarity

To force cs to be very close to its ideal value we must ensure the following 

conditions occur.

A

A 1 13 A j

12,r  A 12,5 A

Y a  —  L i = Y a —  L ,jL tm d  A J  jC m m Ji A  J

[B-17]

[B-18]

To satisfy the condition in [B-17], we simply select the area o f the 

reservoir Aj to be very large relative compared with the area o f  the syringe piston 

A a. To satisfy the condition in [B-18] we can cut the 3/32 inch reservoir tubes a 

slightly different length than the step tubes.

An equation for the required length o f reservoir 3/32 inch tubing can be derived 

from the condition as:

1 0 , /
A

Y a— L,-A -J  A  J

12, r

I -L,
A ^ ^ A ^\^j= 6,s A j  y -6 ,r;yV 10 ,r j

[B-19]
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Appendix C: Backward-Facing Step Assembly 

Drawings

In this appendix, we present assembly drawings for the various 

components o f  the experiment. In this section we will not denote drawings as 

figures. Instead, we will use the commonly used drafting convention o f giving 

each plot and a drawing name. Although it is not recommended by the Faculty o f  

Graduate Studies and Research at the University o f  Alberta, landscaped paper 

format is also chosen for the display o f  engineering drawings, as it is the standard 

method for displaying orthographic projections o f  3 dimensional objects.
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Drawings in this Appendix:

Total Assem 1, Total Step Assembly

This drawing shows the connection o f  the watertight window assembly to 

the step module. This drawing also shows the insertion o f the hydrogen bubble 

wire attachment.

Total Assem 2, Step Assembly Details

This drawing shows the connection o f the solid step spline portion with 

the dye reservoir assembly (Dye Res 1) and the actuator slot assembly (Slot 1). It 

also shows the spacing between the bolts used in the attachment o f  the various 

components

Window 1, Window Assembly

In this drawing the details for connecting the actuator tubing are given and 

the methods for creating a watertight test section window are explained.

Dye Res 1, Dye Reservoir Assembly

The details for assembling the dye reservoir are given in this drawing. It 

also specifies the nominal dye slot width.

Slot 1, Actuator Assembly

The various pieces o f the actuator slots are shown in this drawing. The 

slots are created by milling 128 channels approximately 2.5 mm in width by 1 

mm deep. The slots are then covered with a double sided adhesive tape to prevent 

water from moving between adjacent slots. A  sealing plate applies pressure to the 

tape.

RAP 1, Rack and Pinion Assembly

This drawing shows the various components o f  the rack and pinion 

actuator used to create the time dependent fluid actuation velocities.
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